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ABSTRACT

This study reports the Spanish language
development of eight ( )

Puerto Rican
children, whose ages ranged form 17 to 39 months throughout the

study.
Four(4) of the children were taped in Boston (BelEndez,

1980), the other

four (4) were taped in Puerto.Rico.
This report discuStes in detail the analysis

of the speech of the;children
taped in Puerto Rico: Lina, Ginnie, Adrian and

Javier. These findings were compared with that of the Boston children:
Rafael,

Felix, Carlos and Amed.

The children were taped in natural situations while interacting

with the researchers, who were familiar with them. The analysis performed was

on the accuracy and complexity of the verb system, which in,Spanish is highly

inlfected, and Aiffers markedly from its English counterpart.
Utterances with

explicit veil) forms were extracted from the corpus and classified as contextually

"appropriately " -or "inappropriately"
inflected for tense and person. These

forms were further classified as repetitions and spontaneous.
Each of these sets

was analyzed separately in order to determine if imitation was influencing the

development of the verb system;
The "errOrs" were further analyzed.

A common developmental pattern
of the acquisition and appearance

of the verb system was found, similar to that previously found for the Boston

children. In the majority of the children, repetitions
seemed to influence the

development of the verb system, as the accuracy of the set of repetitions was

significantly
lower than that for the spontaneous set.

The comparisonof the Boston and Puerto_Rico
children revealed that

there was more diversity in the patterns of the Puerto Rico children than the

Bostanchildren.
In general, the Puerto Rico children were more Similar in their

development to the Boston children (individually)
than to each other. These

differencet and similarities
could not be attributed

to age, social
class, or

exposure to English.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years; there has been

search on the acquitition of English

second language. A relatively small

ducted in the acquisition of Spanish

a considerable
amount of re-*

as a first
latguage and as a

amount of work has been con-

as a first latguage. Ih this

project we Uhdertook an examination of the developmett of Spanith "-

as a first language by young children learning
Spanish as a first

language it_ Boston and in Puerto Rico. The goal Of the study was

to gather data on the developmentalpatterns
for various grammatical

forms. The results of the research- -are relevant to bilingual,

Ehglish as a second language and Spatish teachers, and to research=

ers in the.field of language development.

TATICNALE

Spanish=speakers
Constitute the largest linguistic

minority of this

country, with Mexidat=Amerioans
and Puerto Ricans COOrrising the majority of

the group. Mbst Spanith=speaking
Children are

raised in homes
utere the pre-

dominant language is Spanish, thus making it the first language they learn.

For many of these children; exposure to English before they enter School or

preschool programs is very limited.
Thus; there is a considerable

tuMber of

Hispanic children Wilb enter school or preschool
programs with

little or no

khoWledge of English.
Therefore, in terms of educaticnal

practice; it will

be the respontibility
of these schools and programs -to teach English to

these children.

HOWeVer; the acquisition of English, their second
langUage; doet riot

occur in a vacuum; it occurs in the presence of Spanish;
their first language.

Tbus; adequate consideration
should be given tbthe ihfluence of the first

language (Spanish) in the acquisition
of the second language

(Eng4sh); Aa=

though interpretations of the degree of influence of the first language in

the prccesa of acquiring a second language varies;
it is generally adknOW1=

edged that there is inflUetce.
Dulay and Burt (1974) conceive the process of

acquiring a Second language as -almost
identical to that of acquiring the first

langUage; while Cancino and Hakuta(1977)
cot-delve that the order of acqUititioln

Of Ehglith
morphemes* for second language

.learners is an interplay of, several

* Morphemes - smallest meaningful
unit of speech.

!I!



factors., including transfer from the native language;

Canbino (1976)
oartatedthe order of acquisition ofselected Englith

morphemes by Marta, a 5 year/Old Spanish-speaking
child, with that of Uguisi

(Hakuta, 1974); a 5 yeat'Old Japanese-. speaking child; Jorge Olosantky, 1976),

a Spanish-speaking
adolescent; and Adam; EVe and Sarah (Brown, 1973); who

learned English as their first language. Her analysis revealed stronger

Similarities between Jorge and Marta, who shared the same firtt language;

but Qhbte ages and cognitive
deveIopMent were very different; folloWed by

similarities with Adam, EV6 and Sarah; The differences.in
the order of ac-

quisition of English ticrphemes by Matta and Uguisi, Uho showed the least sim-

ilarities, were traced to the differencet in the structures of English and

Japanese with respect to English, thus providing Strong
evidence that the

structure Of the first language affectt how the second language is acquired,

and instances in which this transfer could be considered plositive or negative.

(E.g., Spanish has articleS; while Japanese does not; accdk-dingly, articles

Were an early-acquisition
for Marta and a late one for UgUisi. The structure

of the possesiVe is similar in English to that of Japanese and different from

that of Spanith; for Uguiti possessives were an early acquisition, for Marta

they were a late one.)

Tb the extent that there is almost no knowledge of the acquisitiOn of

first languages other that English, the interpretation of research in English

as a second language has limitations.
Researchers in this area are forced to

view the first language as: (1) haVing exactly the same characteristics as

the "standard"*
language, and (2) as if its

development in the subjects under

study Was complete. The assumptidh, explicit or implicit; is that whatever

influence the first language has &Attie acquisition Of the second language

will be based solely on the structure of the "standard"* first language ac-

quired and rot on the process by which it was acquired. This assumption can-

nOt be takes for granted, especially so in the case of children, utdife language

is still in the procett of formatiOn.
This the teed for longitUdinal research

in the first language, which Will be ditcussed next.

* By "standard" we mean having the sane structure
described in grannar

books.



=ducted both longitudinally

more time a:naming, as

iod of tie. But with their

velopnant, that la, the process

r minter of subjects within a

time far each of the subjects.

}page acqtaition was conducted

1 the language detopnent of

Sost invariant order of ac-

:ved as an in basis for

3 its results have bean widely

De Villiers and De Villiers

of aoluisiticn of aorphses

tudy, followed by the cross=

these mQrpheres are acquired by

ucted on the acquisition of

15; Wtt, 1974); Thesatudies

language acquiiition process

i-sectital study could not have

e patterns by Uguisi (Bakuta,

use of in and on by Marta

firat livaguage obtained through

ge acquisition (English) research.;

he Structure of the 1,-standard"

evelopreat. Thus, intapretatirms

Second language
ea:plait/on will

iinal developtsot
of Spanish as

a first language, addresses this issue for Spanish-speakers.

SCOPE

The focus of
the,;atudy was on the development

of the verb

System; since this is an area in which Spanish and English differ ,.

most. The Spanish verb system it highly inflected,
as there is a

form associated with each person (T, you, shhe, we
you, they) in

each tense; the English verb system has fewer inflectiOns. We can

illustrate these differences by mentioning the present indicative

tense: Spaniah has six different forms for each verb (4, "comer";

fec eat=has the folloWing forms: "como"-1 eat-,
"comes"-you eat-,

"come"-s/he eats--; "comemot":we'eat-;
"comen"-you eat-, and "oven"-

) they eat = ); ,while
English has only two (eat-I, you, we, yOu, they

and eats-a/het); The inflected form in English
(third person sing-

ular) is the unmarked form in Spanish.

RELEVANCE

The results of this study will be relevant to bilingual, English

as asecond language and Spanish teacheri, and to researchers in

the field of first and second language acquisition.
For bilingual

and Englid it a second language teacherS, the information can be

used to explain and/or predict difficulties Spanisti-English bi:

linguals might have in dealing with two strutrally different lang-

uages based on the developmental
history of bah languages. For

teachers of Spanish, it will provide the natural sequence in Which

the language is acquired by native speders, which can be used to

prepare curricula. ?dr researchetS,
it will contribUte to fill the

gap in knowledge of the acquisition
languages other than English;

and for researcheri in the area of English as a Second language who

study SPanith=speakers, it will provide the developmental history

of the first language of their subjects.

In our original proposal; we proposed to anal* the acquiti=

tion of the Spanish verbs system by 4 Puerto Rican children living

in the Boston area and leafning
Spanish as a first language. Then



Mt. Belendez's plans chanijed and she returned to Puerto Rico to

continue the study where the children would be free from contam-

ination by the English7tpeaking
environment in the U. S. This

final report includes sithe
analysis of the acquisitiOn of Spanish

as a first language by.4 children in Boston (Belendez, 1980) and

e_

by 5 children in Puerto Rico.



II. LrI AIVRE REVIEW SPANISH L JADE x 1iSITIa

Studies on the acquisition of Spanish as a first language 3aabeen

n3ucted both in . sh cduntries ar withSpare ; sPeaksrsg Slaani,sh- sa3cinE3 PoFs-

ulations in the United States. Altogether they are few in number,

and only three of then incltr3ed children two years of age Or yoi.uger. . The

studies will be separated into those conducted in Spanish -speaking countries

an those conducted in the United States:

STUDIES CaII UcrE CWNIRIS

Tt a stx1ies identified were carlucted in Mexico; Guatenata, Cola is

aru i. auto Rico. In Mexico; KQxnan and Blount (1966) studied ttie ajdiSitirn

of -anit ical rules in across- sectsan of rural chibdreri using a Herko =type

test. In Guatena]a; Tolbert (1978) analyze the spontaneous speech of thir-

teen chili, eleven of then at one point in time and two longitudinally,

fOr the acqrisition of specific 1 In C7nlanbia; Monte8-Cirald6(i971;

1974) followed the general language development of his four children; dis-

cussing at 1era3th their ptonetic developnent. In Puerto Rico, Gili Gaya (1974b)

anal ed speech elicited at one nt in time fran
yz pees poi preschool children for the

Syntactic mechanises used to express specific ides; and Rodriguez= Fonseca

(1977) studied verb usage in the spontaneous speech of five to six year old

Puerto Rican children. Ttsere may be other sttxiies carr3uctred or being conducted

in Spanish=sea}cing countries of which I ae act aware, as I arity heel access

to literature pub1ishez3 or
mailable in tte Muted States.

ICernari and Blotnt (1966) sttrlied the acquisition of various gra natical

rules by Mexican children: Using nonsense weds (BerJco -type test) they tested

fcc the rules on formation of plurals; dimtutives, agent-ngentive, 1ace of.

business, agentivecocvpatfen, possessives aryl the following t. siix ular

petson tenses: future, past irrrperfect, past preterit and present perfect:

Children were groupe3 acoar.iag to age; with five, six and seven year

olds forming the yotugest group, eight, nine and t ear OldS the middle

thecoup acrd eleven and twelve e oldest group. In general they f . that in

mast of the categories tested, there was a significant improvement fran one



age group to the next. The exception was in the plural and possessives in

which the performance Of all the groups of children was nearly l90% correct.

The level of significant difference with respect to oarrectperform=

mat among the age groups was highest in the verbsinflections and, over time,

there was an improvementin the conjugation of all tenses with the exception

of the past imperfect. As a group, the children wereporrect in more than

half the infle9tions. The youngest group's
percentages of correct perform-

ante with verb tenses ranged from 30% in the futvre tense to 48% in the

past imperfect, with the rank order of percent correct performance, from most

to least, being past imperfect, present
perfect, past preterit and future.

The middle group's range was from 56.7% in the present perfect to 44.4% in

the future. The oldest children's range was fram 83.9% in the present perfect

to 54.7% in the past imperfect. For all age groups,
performance in verbS

ending with "=ar" was better than with verbt ending with"-er" and "-ir"

Tblbert (1978) studied the development of the SpeniSh morphology of

three children
longitudinally and ten children cross=sectionally.

These data

were gathered in Guatemala for twelve of the children and in Mexico for one

of then. The longitudinal
data were from a Mexican boy, a GUatemalan girl and

a Peruvian girl living in Guatemala. The cross-sectional
data were from ten

30 month old children livini in rural GUatemala.

Tolbert studied the acquisition of specific grammatical morphemet to

compare with Brown's (1973) and El:Villiers and re Villiers (1973) studies.

The morphemes studied were: third present regular and irregular, past regular

and irregular, copulas "ser" and "ester", preposition "en", auxiliary "estar",

articles, possessives,
plurals and progressives.

In general, Tblbert found that in Spenidh there is an early acquisition

of= the verb forms and that thereimere, more
variation and lower correlations

user the children studied
longitudinally and

cross-seciicnally than in

studies of English acquisition. The possible determinants of the orders of

acquisition which she explored were grammatical complexity, semantic complex-

ity:frequency in parental speech and Slobin't rules of universal language

acquisition. She found that neither grammatical
aomplexity nor frequency in



g

parental speech were useful for predicting
the order of acqUisition of gram=

ratical mOrphemes. Semantid complexity and SlObin'srules, both to a limited

extent; were better predictors of the orders of acquisition.

Of the morphemes
studied, eight were verb forms; As mentioned before,

she fou nd a general
earl; development of verb; The mean Order of aloquiSitiOn

for the longitudinal sale was: third singular present regular, third sina-

Ular present irregular, copula "estar", past irregular, progressives; past

regular, copula "ser" and auxiliary "estar". When comparing the longitudinal

and dross-sectiOnal samples; their orders were sighifiaantly different. The

areas of agreement were in the early acci.:LilitiOn of the third singular persori

the copula mettat" and the irregular forms of the Vast and tbird perSon present

.;.=,and in the generally late acquisition of the copula user" and the auxiliary

"estar". HOWeVer, it should be noted that the correlations between
the orders

of acquisi;.don of all the morphemes were not
signifidant, and that the car-

ions between the orderS of
acquisition of the morpheMet studied within the

children in the lOngitudinal.saMple were
signifidant in only two Of the four

possible pails; thus the Meat or of acqpisition for the children is not too

meaningful for Making any compariSan

tionteS=Giraldel (1971, 1974) followed the language development of his

four children in Cblombia. He analyzed specifically the
development of their

phonological systems. The data were recorded in detail on the day of observa-

tion, and the age of the child at the date of the entxy wes retarded. The older

children were observed for five years, the younger for approXimately three.

!k.es-Ciraldo (1974) gives examples of wards in different lexical

categories, such as nouns, pronouns, and verb tenses, as
well as the ages at

which they were used by the children. He does not give a chronological pat-

tern of emergence, but it can be traced by following one Of the childreWs

entries, which i did for Joaquin (7)1s tenset.. Since the-author does not

specifyvitherthese
are the first Wards in each categori used by the child,

this is to be considered an approximation. For joaquin the tenses in chron-

ological order ire: imperative(23)4. present
indicative (24), preterit (26),

imPerfect(27),
periphrastic

future(32), present
progressive(34), present

subjunctive(38) and pest subjunctive (40).

2:Child's age in months

I U



Gili=Gaya (1974)
analyzed the speech of Puerth Rican preschdol children;

fOCUsing on the way they used language to domunicate
ideas and the syntactic

mechanitts used to express them. It was an exploratidn of what he -.nsidered

to bebasid functions of language.
The data were gathered by the 'cll. on

Higher Education of Puerth Rico. Teachers elicited speedh frOM children by

showing than different platiires.
Subjects were 50 boys and girls between the

ages of four and seven yeaet. Gili-Gaya analyzed their speech for &me-ration;

description, action and mcveMent
(verbs); COmplementt

of the verbs and the

joining of sentences. He warned that there were individual
difference& but

he did rot discust than. Although the children were classified
according to

Sex, age and other such variables, Gili-Gaya
Only discusted the overall results.

Be did not set a criterion for
establithment or

donsolidation of specific

forms.

AS part of the overall Analysis; he discussed the mood and tense of the

Verb::present in the children's speech. He found that the imperative mood was

consolidated in the_younget
Children and that, in additicn to the forme' gram-

matical mechanisms (that of the inverative fOrm). they used other forms to

express this intention. In the indicative mood, the most frequently used tense

was the present; which was altd used with imperatiVe
intentions and instead of

the future tense. The peetgrit was firmly estANished and followed the present

in freqUency.
The younger children used the imperfect correctly and with the

normal adUlt frequencY. The future wasaIrrostixm-exittentin
all Children.

The present perfect (a callpbUnd tense) was often used by the children and in

a frequency higher than the normal adult frequendy in Puerto Rico. The present

and past subjunctive
tenses were used. The sUbjunctive mood has various fund-

tions, bUt he found that the Children used only same of thete functions.

Gili-Gaya also
found that verbal

pbeaset were used frequently.
The

"ir + ihfinitivon/to go + infinitive/i or periphrastic
future; was used Cdr.=

rectly, as was the "ester + gerundicuito
be + progressive/

phrase. The "ir +

gerundiciflito go to +progressiVe/ was
also used, but infrequently;

Some of the children occasionally
omitted the copular user" and "ester"

/to be/, although there was afarked decrease with age in this error. By

six or seven such copulas were hardly ever omitted.

14



The tenses Gili-Gaya
reported for the children were present-in the

speech of the younger children;
thus he was not able to trace a pattern of

development for the tenses. if there was a difference with age in the

frequency with which these tenses were used, he did not discuss it.

Rodriguez=Fonseca,(1977)
studied verb usage in the spontaneous speech

of five and six year old Puerto Rican children, Subjects were ten boys and

ten girls from a private School and ten boys and ten girls from a public

school. The fOrmer were
classified as upper sociocultural

level and the

latter as lower sociocultural level. The analysit
performed was on the pres-

ence of mood and tenses of the verbs.

She found that; in general; the linguistic
performance of the girls

showed a wider use of moods and tenses and that the upper sociocultural level

children Used more tenses. The mcodt present were the indicatiVe and the iM=

perative. Within the indicative, the
tenses were the present; preterit, per-

fect; indicative; imperfect,
pluperfect and pest indefinite.

In terms of

frequency of usage, ths order from most to least used was present, indefinite,

imperfedt, perfect and pluperfect.
The future was expressed through the verbal

phrase periphrastic future.

Rodriguez-Fonseca
does not report any usage of the subjunctive mood.

Thit might be partly due to the fact that she only included simple sentences

for the analysis, and this mood tends to occur in longer or more complex

sentences.

STUDIES WITH SPANISH-SPEAKING
CHILDREN IN THE UNITED STATES

Thete studies were conducted with Spanish-speaking
Mexican American

children of New Mexico and Texas and with a Puerto Rican Child Willows living

in Massachusetts.
In Texas, Gonzdlez (1970) studied the acquisition ofsyn-

tactic patternS in a cross-section of
children aged 2.0 to 5.0 to trace a

developmental pattern. In New Mexico, ErUk (1972) studied the Spanish

Syntax of seven 5 year old rural and urban children. In Matsachusettt,

ldndez (1978) studied the verb development
of a 19 months old Puerto Rican

boy.



Gonzilez (1970) studied native Spanish-Speaking children of middle

class beckgrcund in Tekat. This is the most comprehensive
study of the

development of Spanish as a first language. The subjects were two boys

and two girls from each of -the follding ages: 2.0, 2.6; 2.9; 3.0, 3.3,

3.6, 4.0, 4.6, 5.0, 6.0, 8.p, and 10.0. The children were screened to

confirm that they spoke SPanish. Each child's speech was taped for approx-

imately two hours; with a dOMbination of free elicitation, directed converta=

tidn and Berko4ype testing. The speech of three of the four subjects in -

each of the age groupa from 2.0 to 5.0 Was analyzed. The study fddtited on

the acquisition Of syntactic patterns, but he also analyzed Othergrammaticel

featUrea, such as verb tense, interrogatives, adverbial modification and

cAnrarce caMplexity.

GOnZalez examined in detail the
development of the verb system in terms

of tette; A verb tense was considered
as'established for a given age group

when all thesubjects in the group used it at leatt once, or if two of the

subjects used it at least three times each. By 2.0 only the present indicative

was established; at 2.6 the preterit
indicative, the present prOgressive and

the periphraStic
future were added. By 5.0 the present subjunctive, imperfect,

past progressive and the "andat"/towaIk"
progressive were established. The

tenses not established were the conditional, the future progressiVe, the "ir +

gerttdioyto gib +prcgressive/i the
present and past perfect, past sUbjUnctive;

inflected future and past perfect sUbjunctive.
Gonzalez mentioned and discuss-

ed problems that caused a tense to be considered as
eSt&lished in a given age

group only to be considered is not established
in the next age group and warned

that the data should be taken as "shoWing a possible trend of develdpment and

ththifiti more". (p. 150)

Brisk (1972) studied the syntax of native New Mexico preschool SlAnish-

speaking children. She analyzqd the speech of seven (two torten, five rural)

fiQe year oldt, using the free elicitation
technique. Their speech was tape-

recorded twice a week for two consecutive weeks. Briskwaspartly interested

in the distinctiveness
of the Spanish spoken in northern New Mexico, which

has not had recent large inmigraticns from Mexido.

Brisk analyzed the graranati
structures

present, as well as "deviant"



forms of the syntax. The deviant fOrtt were further clattified as those due

to English interferende, to dialectical feature$ of New Mexico Spanish, and

to developMental characteristics. She concluded that: "...these children

have not fully acgUited the syntax of SpAhithqp.114) and discussed specific

structures to illustrate the point. Ctnparing the speech of these children

with that of the children studied by Gonldlez, she stated:

Overall, the syntax of the G./
Gionzdlez/ children Seems more

developed, specially with
respect to the tente-aspect
system and complex sentence

formaticn.
(p. 119)

In the development of the verb system, Brisk found differences between

the urban and rural group, with rural children using verbs both more frequently

And in a larger number. In terms of tense and aspect, all Children used the

indicative tbod in the presentpreterit and imperfect tenses, the imperative

and the periphrattic future (instead of the inflected futtre);and the present

prOgressive. The present subjunctive was used only by three of the children.

The rest of the tenses were not used at all.

Belendez (1978) followed for three months the language development of

A Puerto Rican bcy aged 19 months at the beginning of the study. Jile was

living in Boston at the time. She taped his spontaneous speech monthly and

analyzed for the developmztof the verb system in terms of mood, tense and

person, calculating for each form the percentage of times it was used when

reguiied;

lh general; she found that there was an increase in the number of tense/

person forms and nUMber ofverba the child used, and that there was a differ=

ence between the sets of 60ntanecus and repeated verbs, and that Various forma

were used instead of the "appropriate" ones.

The firtt tenses were the imperative, present indicativ id preterit

indicative. The periphrastic future appeared later en, as well an "inap-

propriate" use of a subjunctilM present Eonm. In each tense, the f rst form

to be used "appropriately" inmost instances was the third singular, which
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was generalized to Other persons the child used only Scantily. One

such geteralization
was the use of the third instead of the first

Singular person, which was in part dUe to a switch in the way he

referred to himself - from "el nene'/the boy/ to "yo"/I/ which

was not followed by a snitch in the verb form used.

When the fotMs were further clarified into spottaneout and

repetitions, it/was found that the repetitions
set was less accurate

(had e lowei percentage of "apprOpriately"
inflected forms) and more

complex (more fotht were used and/Or required ) than was the spcittane-

ous set. Repetitions
could thus be considered atboth,d positive

influence on the Child's verb system development
(it that they in-

trodUced verb forms, some of which the Spontaneous
system did not

require at the time) and an a-Oatently "negative" influence because

he used "inappropriately"
inflected forms more often. Thus, repeti-

tiOns were-,seen
as a "testing ground":ih

which new forms, both

"appropriately"
and "inappropriately"

inflected, were introduced

Into the child's system:
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III. THE BOSTON STUDY (from Belende2, 1980)

We studied the language development of 4 Puerto RiCanboys

living in Boston Rafael, Felix; Carlos and Amed.. They ranged in

age from 17 tb 37 months ding the period of study, which extended

for 3 to 20 months:

Rafael: 19 - 22 months old

Carlos: 24 - 31 months old

Felix: 26 = 29 months old

Amed: 17 - 37 months old



Felix differed ftOt the other boys in various respects. Rafael,

Carlos and Arced were born in Ptert0 Rico and they were living in.

Boston as their parents had come to continue graduate studies. Felix

was the only child born_in Boston and whose parents lived "pektahently"

in Boston. The educational level Of Felix's parents was lower than

that of the other chini-enis; his parents had not completed high

hil
school. Feli 's parents had litited knowledge of English; the others'

Were Englis Spanish bilinguals
FeIix'S parents lived in a Puerto

Rican community of Boston; the others' lived in university housing in

Cambridge.

Rafael was an only child. Felix, Carlos and Amed had older

siblings who attended elementary public school: Felix had a sister,

Arced had a brother and a sister and Carlos had a brother. For all

Of them, the predoMinant language spoken in the home was Spanish.

For relit, Carlos and Wined; their older siblings had either 'earned

English at school or weren the process of doing so during the

period in which the children were being taped. Thus; even though

Felix; Carlot and Amed's exposure to English was primarily through

television; they were also exposed through their siblings; as they

were sometimes "taught" how to say words or phratet in English by

their siblings.

Rafael attended an English-speaking day care center during the

day. Felix and Arced (during the first period) stayed home with their

parents; grandmother and siblings during the day. Carlos and Amed

(during the second period) were with a play group of Spanithspeaking

children during the mornings.

The data used were transcriptions of tpontaneousconvertations
_

between the retearcher, Pilar Belendez, and each child. These con=

vertations were recorded at 2--4 week intervals. They were mostly un-

structured and focused simply on the child's interests at the time.



As promised in the proposal, we analysed (1) the order of

acquisition of Spanish verb forms by each Child: and (2) the in-

fluence on that acquisition of the thild's repetitions of verbs

sPoken previous1)%in the conversations by the adUIt.

The -Adouisition of Verb:I-Forms

All child utterances with personal verb forms (inflected fOr

person; tense, aspect and mood) were isolated and analyzed. The

analysis performed on the verbs was based on the percentage Oftimes

an inflection-Was used when required (accuracy indeX). The require-

ment for an inflection was determined by taking into consideration

linguistic and non-Iinguistic contexts; For example, when Rafael

-y=o lo llama, the required form was the first singular present

since the explicit subject was y (I), but the third singular was

used "inappropriately" instead. All personal verb forMs were classi-

fied into "appropriately" and "inappropriately"
inflected, and the

accuracy index for each form, in each tape, was calculated. Since

whenever a form was not used as required, another form was used

"inappropriately", these "errors" were further analyzed; Fon-Owing

Cazden (1968), a verb form was considered as acquired when it was

used in 90% of the contexts in which it is clearly required.

Chart IV (from Belendez, 1980 p. 166A), reproduced on the next

page, shows the order of acquisition of verb forms in all 4 children.

The order is similar for the 4 children. Average ordert of acquisi-

tion were calculated by averaging the ranks of the forms acquired

for all the children and ordering them acdordingly. This yielded

3 different rank ordert: one for all the children (contidering the

forms present in Rafael); one for Felix, Carlos and Amed: and one

for Carlos and Amed. Chart V (Belendez, 1980, p. 169A) gives these

average ran orders.

As expected by the similarities obterved in their verb systems,

the childrens' "errors" are'similar as well. Fdir all the children,

the form used in more "inappropriate"
contexts was the third singular

present. It was used instead of the first singular and third plural



CHART IV ORDER OF ACQUISITION
OF VERB FORMS IN ALL CHILDREN

RAFAEL
. FELIX

.1111rd singular lresentAII_

Third singular preterit (1)

CARLOS

mow present' (V1)
ti

Third singular present (1)

Third singular present (1)

Third singular preterit-(I)

First pliral preont (II)

Third singular preterit_(10

Ffrst_plural_periphrastic

future (IV)

Sego 040.1IND

Imperative (III)
Third- singular periphrastic

future_(1):_

Third illigUlsrubjinctive
present (V).

First plural:presint (V1).

Third Sirgular Isperfect

First liViui.ar-rpnjjan

SecOnd singular preterit (V11)

lural periphrastic

time (XVIII)
.....

. AND

Ingolar periihrittic

then-

ingulit preterit (111)

ingular imperfect

diCattve (XXI)

ingilar-toperfict
ONcative (HU)-_
Avral_present (XX111)

singular preterit.

(XXIII)



CHART V AVERAGE RANK,ORDER OF ACQUISITION OF FORMS IN ALL CHILDREN

AEL;FtLIX, CARLOS, AHED

(A)

Think singular present

Third singular preterit

FELIX, CARLOS, AHED

(B)

1. Third singular present

2. Third singular preterit

3. First plural present

CARLOS. /VIED

(C)

1. Third singular present

2. Third singular preterit

3. Third singular periphrastic future

4. First singular periphrastic

future

S. Third singular imperfect

indicative

6. First plural present

7. Second singular preterit
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pre-tent forms and of the imperative; FOr Carlos and Arced; whose

systems were the most Complex, it was also used instead of other

tenses and persons: The fact that the "inappropriate" use of the

third singular present occurs in every child taped; and that the

forms instead of which it was used are similar, strongly inditates

that this is the "basic" form of the child's system and that other

forms stem from it. At this is the least marked foit in the present

tense, this is to be e)Zpetted. As the third singular person was

also used
"inaPproptiately" in Other tenses in which it was not the

least marked form; the eXplanation for the pervativeness of the use

of the third singular present form is probably due to an interaction

of linguistiC complexity,
frequency of usage and other reasons, one

of which is discussed beloW.

The most pervasive type of "error" was the "inappropriate" use

of the third singular person instead of the first singular person.

This "error" is related to the IingUittic complexity of the forms

(evident in the present tense) and also to the change in the way

the child referred to himself. There is evidence in the tapes that

the Children change from referring to themselves by objective "el

nene"/the boy/; "el bebe"/the baby!, the child's name - to the sub-

jective "yo"/I7, and that this change was not imtediately followed

by the change from the third Singular to the first singular verb

forms; ThUt, in all the tenses and in many spetificverbs;
we get

examples of the construction = third singular forms - As it

occurs in all tenses; it seems to indicate that it is related to the

increasing awareness of himself as a subject. it may also

be related to the way in which the parents talk to small children,

but we did not have data on-parent
Speech in ti4S study.

t.

The.InfIuente-of Repetitions

Following Bloom at al, (1974) a child's use Of a verb form was

considered/ra epetiticb
if some fort of that verb was

available as a

model within the preceding 5 utterances.
Once a verb form Vas classi-

fied as a repetition, it was categorized into: (A) the adult used

a form "appropriate" for the utterance the child subsequently produced

2,
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and the child repeated it; (B) the child repeated; "inappropriately"

for his own utterance, a form used by the adult; (C) the adult used

a form ".appropriate" fOr the utterance the child subsequently pro-

duced but the child did not repeat it=_(D) the childused a forM

different from the adUlt.'s but "appropriate" for her/his own utter-

..

ance; and (E) the child used a form different from the adult'S

"inappropriate" for her/his own utterance; but the adult'swas also

"inappropriate"; Chart I (from Belendez, 1980, p.36A) on the next,

page illustrates these possibilities.

An example of each type of repetition follows: (from Belendez,

1980, pp. 36-42)

R: Ese el papal /That the diaper/

mR: Ese es el pafial /That is the diaper/

(rA) R: Ese es el papal /That is the diaper/

** (I: 14=15)__

In thit example Rafael repeated the verb form used by the adult.

At he kept the subject,the model was "appropriate" for his-sub-

sequent utterance, and hit imitating it produced an "appropriately"

inflected form.

Repetitions will be identified throughOtt the text by the small

letter (r) and the capital letter of the type of repetition.

** ExcerPtS of the transcriptions included in_the text are identified

by tape and utterance number; The initials used to identify the

speakers_ are: For RAFAEL = R-Rafael, mR=his notheri_fR=his father;

for FELIX = F-FeliX, AF=:his mother, fF=his father, sr-his sister;

for Carlos - C-CarloS, mC-his mother, fC -his father, bC=his

brOther; for AMED - A=Amedi mAk=his_mother, sA -his sister; for

LINA = L=Lina, miL-her mother; for_ANA = A-Anav fot GINNIE - G=Ginnie,'

mG4Ginnie's mother A=Ana; for ADRIAN = Ad-Adrian, MAd=his mother,

X-Ana: for JAVIER J=Javier, mJ=his mother: for SARA - S=Sara;

for PILAR BELENDEZ = P-Pilar.

Ou'



CHART 1 MODEL OF REPETITIONS

Same

Adult's verb

eats verb

01111

m t tion

Sacs ject

Approplate*

Noy havl helped

(A)

Appropri te °

Diffe nt subject

AAppropriate*

May have misled

(B)

Inappropriate

Possible influence

Refer to child's subsequeritutterance

Child does not repeat verb

Different form

ActiVe witch

Same sub ect
Different _subject

Appropriate*
japprte*

Imperviolsness of system Firm knowledge No Influence

(C)_
(0) (0_

Inappropriate
Appropriate ° !nip ropriate

Chi d s rules at tlie

Refers to adult's model as related to child's

subsequent utterance

3i



mF: La anace5 /He turned it off/

(rB)*F: Apacti
/(He) turned it off/

(iv: 60) S'

In this example, Felix repeated the verb form used by his

mother; The context required that he Change the subject, from the

third person singular to the implicit firSt person singular. Thus,

the model was "inappropriate" fOr his subsequent utterance. His

imitating it produced an "inappropriately" inflected form.

P. 1, nizo papa? /Andi which did father make?/

C: A1137 /There/

(rC)*C: Hace papg /Makes father/

(VII: 515)

In this example, Carlos switched from the form I used to a

different one. He did not change the subject; nor was there any

Contextual evidence of a necessary Change in tense, making the

adult'S model an "appropriate" one for his subsequent utterance.

His switch to a foci= in a different tense made it an "inappropriately"

infletted one. Had he repeated the same form, it would have been

"appropriate".

The asterisk (*) indicates an utterance .with.an "inappropriately,"

inflected form.



P: iQUigt sabe lo que le estg /Who knows what is Ms. Carla

diciendo MS. Carla a Rafael -Saying to Rafael Angel?/

Angel?
/ . . . /

(rD) Yo no sE
/X don't know/

(XXVII: 125) '

In this example, AMed switched to a verb form different from

the one I used. He changed the subject froM the third person sitg-

ular to the fii-st person singular to refer to himself. Thus, the

repetit on of the same form used by the adult would have been "in=

appropriat " for his subsequent utterance. As he switched to the

firSt Singular form, the verb he used was "appropriately" inflected.

P: LLo Ieo?

(rE)*R: Si, lea

(III: 133)

/(I) read it?/

/Yes, read/

In this example Rafael_ switched to a formdifferent from the

one I used. As the context required an imperative, the model was

"inappropriate ". He swit-ched; instead, to a third singularsAb-

junctive present form, which was also "inappropriately"
used as an

imPerative;

In the cases in which the switch is not made (A & B), we may say

that the child is "imitating" the form used previously by the adult.

This imitation might eith4F have a "positive" or "negative" in--

fluence in the accuracy * ** of the child's developing system.

*-** Accuracy is defined as the percentage of time the form is used when

contextually required.

3 3
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When the child repeats the form used by the adult without

changing the subject Of tense, s/he uses an appropriately infletted.

fOrM (A). The interpretation we make of this set of repetitions is

that in these instances, the repetition of the form used previously

by the adult may have helped the developMent of the child's system,

thus belting a "positive" inflUente on her/hiS developing verb sys-

tem; Within these repetitions; the possibilities are: (1) thatit pro-

videt the child Withaform s/he did not previously have in her/his

spontaneous system; (2) that it reinforces the "appropriate" use of

a form s/he had used previoUtly; but that had not yet been acquired

in her/his spontaneous
system; and (3) that it is simply an artifact

Of the analysis, as these are forms that are already present in the

child's system; When s/he repeats forms that were not part of her/

his spontaneous set at the time we may say that the "positive" in

flUente is clearly evident, as it has introduced a new form into

her/his verb system; When s/he repeats forms whose accuracy in the

set of repetitiOn is higher than that Of her/his spontaneous forms

for that particular type of form, vemaysay that it is highly prob-

"able that this
repetition had a "positive" influence; 1f, however;

the accuracy of bdth sets is Similar; we can say that these repeti-

tions are a reflection of her/his spontaneous
set at the time, and

thUt does not haVe any inflUence; This might also apply with speci=

fic verbS, but given the iMpossibility of gathering a corpus that

includes all the lexicon that the child has at any given time, it is

more difficult to trace than for the type forms;

Wben the child repeats the same forM used by the adult, bUt

changes the subject Or tense in the utterance; s/he uses an
"inap-

propriately" inflected form (B); The interpretation we make of this

subset of repetitions is that by adopting this form; the Child may

have been misled into repeating an "inappropriately"
infIedted form;

thus, havinga nesjativeinflUehceon
her/his verb system. In this

Case; too; the child might or might not have the same "inappropriateo

usage as in her/his spontandOus set; When the "errors" occur only

in the set of repetitions because the child would not normally make

them spontaneouSly; then her/his rules at the time could not account

3 :c



fOr them Thit can only be explained as a confusion Caused by

the model form, or the child "adopting" the forM to continue the

communication. Under these circumstances we can say that repeti-

tiOnt of this type had p "negative" or misleading influence on her/

his developing verb syptem. When the "errors" are Shared in both

her/his spontandOUs and repetitions sets, we can say that this rep-

etition is a reflection of her/his tpontaneous system. One may,

however; also-Observe an increase
in the relative frequency of

the "errors" in the repetitions set. This increase may have been

fostered by the available "inappropriate"
model; thUt, even if it

is a reflection of the spontaneOUs
set, it hat a "negative" influ-

ence on the accuracy of the particular form.

We can infer what the child't rules are at the instance in

which the child makes a switch: i.e., uses a form different from

the adult's (C;D & E). The child can make the necessary switch,

leading to an "appropriately" infleCted form (D), or make the

switch, though not the necessary one and leading to "inappropriately"

inflected forms (C & E). In the latter case, the adult's model

Could have been either an "appropriate"
model (c).or an "inaPprop-

rlate" model (E) for the child's tUbsequent utterance. These in-

=stances all illustrate the active part played by the child in her/

hit language develOpment; as, given a verb form used by the adult,

s/he uses another form, which is part of her/his repertoire, to

Verbally communicate ideas. Such instances can be interpreted as

evidende of firm kn6Wledge (when 'the switch is the necessary one-D),

. of the imperviousness of the child's system (when the adult's model

was indeed
"appropriate " -C), or as a reflectiOn of her/hit spon-

taneous system when the twitch is to an "inappropriate" form, but

the adult's model was also "inappropriate"-E)._

When the child makes the "appropriate" switch (D) we cansay

that s /he hat firm knowledge of the use of the form because the

model was "inapproPriate"'for
her/his subsequent utterance. Despite

the possibility of being misled by the "inappropritite" form, =as

happened in B- the child is able to make the switch becaute that



or

form is part of her/his system and s/he already "knows" the "ap-

propriate" rule. We would expect that this switch will be to forms

that are present in her/his spontaneous set at the time. That is,

we would-not expect the child to be able to switch to a form that

had no prior "appropriate" use in her/his spontaneous set.

when the child switchet to an "inappropriate" form, even

though the molt's model was "appropriately" inflected for het/

hit tUbsequent utterance (C), we may say that the child's system

is impervious to that potentially "positive" influende, as s/he

already has a "rule" to apply in those instances, which does not

coincide with the adult's.

It the final case, the child switches to an "inappropriate"

form but the adult's model was "inappropriate" for her/his sub=

tequent utterance. That is, in any case the model would not have

been of any help to her/him, yet s/he does switch. The "errors"

thus produced are active reflections of the child's rules at the

time. ThUt, it is to be expected that most of thete "errors" will

also be found in her /his spontaneous set, and that the switch will

be frcit a less familiar to a more familiar form, regardless of its

"appropriatenest".

TWo assumptions made about the nature of the repetitions; as

defined for this dittertation, are that:- (1) it is the child who

deterMinet what s/he is going to repeat; although her/his level of

linguistic development may affect What s /he is able to repeat,and

fadtdrt such as her/his interest in the topic affect how much is

going to be repeated; and (2) the adult's model is not "appropriate"

Or "inappropriate" by itself rather its appropriateness depends on

the subject the child uses in het9his subsequent utterance, whiCh

is determined bythe child her/himself.

The spontaneous verb forms and repetitions can be compared

on two criteria: accuracy -, defined as the percentage of time the



form is used when contextually required:
and complexity - defined

as the number of different verb forms.

The accuracy indext.of the set Of repetitions was then com=

pared with the spontaneous verb forms (all those not COnsidered

repetitions) in each child's speech. In all 4 children, the spon-

taneous verb set was more accurate.

Rafael;; in 3 out of 4 tapes

Felix: in 5 out Of 6tapes
(p; 05)

Carlos: in 7 out of 11 tapes
(p. 01)

Amed: in 20 Out of 29 tapes
(P. 01)

(plus 7 in which the two were the same)

A factor that needs to be considered before making any Cori

ciusiOn about the influence of repetitions on the complexity of

the verb system is the relative size of the
spontaneous and rep-

etitions sets: In every instance the set of repetitions was

SMaller in terms of token verbs than the set of spontaneOUS verbs

for each child. Therefore; given the same conditions; the chance

for the fOrts to appear was greater for the set of spontaneous

verbs than it was for the set of repetitions. In fact; in almost

every tape taken individually; the complexity of the Spontaneous

set was greaterthan that of repetitions. In spite of thit for

Rafael and Carlos, the set of repetitiOnt included more forms over-

all and the differende between the complexity of the spontaneous

sets and the repetitions sets in Felix and Amed were not propor=

tional to their token size.

We had-predicted that the influence of repetitioas
would not

be the same over time with initial appropriate
imitation of forms

(A) followed by an increase xn the "inappropriate" repetitions

(B; C 6 E)and finally by an increase in "appropriate" repetitions,

and switches (A & D) as the system became more complex and accurate.

This entire pattern of development was evident only for Amed. The

other children were taped-initially
after some "inappropriate"

repetitions were evident in their system. For Carlos, we were able

3 ,



to obserVe the second and third period; that is, the initial in-

crease in "inappropriate" repetitions
followed by an increase in

"apprOpriate" ones. Felix's and Rafael's systems still had an

increasing trend in "inappropriate"
repetitions when their last

tape was made.

Because of the compleXity of verb morphology in Spanish - in

contrast to Eqglish - it is a particularly important focus for

language a64Uisition research. We have addressed here both language

specific questions ah-nit. the order of acquisition of verb inflec-

tions and qUestions abOUt the role of adult models and children's

repetitions in the acquisition process The two are not unrelated,

Lecause it is only with features like verbs inflected for person

that the full set of repetition relationships
postible; that is,

it is only with such features that a child whO is continuing the

name conversational topic as the adult still has to construct in=

dependently the right verb ending.



IV. THE PUERTn PICn STunv

PERSONNEL:

T%4O research assistants worked with Belehdet in Puerto Rico:

Ana Maria Garcia-Blanco and Sara Virginia MeIendez-Rivera.

Ana Maga Garcia-Bianco was a full=time research assistant.

She holds a B.A. froth Harvard University
(1978) and an Ed.M. from

Harvard Graduate School of Education (1979). She has been working.

in the community center of Barrio Juan DOMingo; a low-income community,

for the last ten years on a Volunteer basis. For the last four

years; she has been a teacher in the summer school for the community

Children, concentratin4 in the language skills area. During the

academic year, she works with the children in their Schoolwork and

activities.

Sara Virginia MeIgndet-Rivera was hired as the part-time re-

search assistant. She is currently an advanced doctoral Student

in the Learning EnvirohmentS area of the HarVard Graduate School of

Education. She holds a B.A. (1971) in Humanities and an M.A. (1976)

in Secondary Education from the University of Puerto Rico. She

worked as a teacher in Puerto Rico's public schOtil system for three

years. While working as a teacher, she participated on a seminar

on curriculum implementation Strategies, and served as a volunteer

in a literacy program inethe DominiCan Republic.



IDENTIFICATION OF THE CHILDREN

The original criteria for choosing the children to be taped was that

they be between 1-1/2 an4 2-1/2 years old and Puerto Rican; Additional cri-.

teria to'guide the selection was that they be talkative, that the home language

be Spanish, and that they have little or no exposure to English at home. As

the Project was moved to Puerto Rico, the last two criteria were not relevant.

The children were identified throAigh personal contacts of the research-

ers with the children's perentt. L1NA and GINNIE were both daughters of women

Ara:: met in Barrio Juan Domingo in her involvement with this comaunity.

She has had extensive contacts and interactions for many years with both of

them, so she was no ttranger in their homes.
AERIAN 's the oldett son of a

high school friend of Ana, with wham she has remained clote hrough the years.

JAVIER is Sara'S nephew, and Sara.: .was living with his family, thus being

very clote to him.

This, we taped four children-=two
girls and two boys. Their ages at

the beginning of the study ranged from 1,06 (Lina) to,2,05 Clavier). The age

range for each child during the Study is seen in Chart I . Ana was responsible

for taping Lina, Ginnie and Adrign, Sera was responsible for taping Javier.

t --CHART I

LINA is an only child. She was born on July 12, 1978. She lives with

her Pitentt in Barrio Alan Domingo, very near her grandparents
and Other rel-

atiVe's houses. She spends most of her time i4i.thiler mother. Usually, they

are alOnd by themselvet in ttemorningt. In the afternoons; they .usually gO

to her grandparent's home,
Where she plays with her youngett cousins and other

relativet. Her father is presently working
outside the biome;

Line is a calm and at timed very qpiet child. She liket to play by

herself and usually does rot demand attention from other children and adults.

She is very attached to her mother, who is also a very calm, quiet and warm
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perAion.

Lina did not Speak much, but communicated effectively. Sheex-

pressed much through gestures and through the intonation she gave to

Words. Her vocabulary wal limited. Usually she only used one Worth.

utterances, and a few twb'or three word utterances. This had changed

by the last tapes.

Line was taped mostly at her home; with her mother present in the

_

hoUse but rot a participant in most of the session. The taping was

done while Lina and Ana played with the child's toys, bookS and dolls.

Lina likes to play with her dolls as if they, were babies she is taking

of. The taping sessions usually ended with her taking a walk around

the-house, eating something or going out to the yard.

GTNNIE is the youngeSt of two childteti. She was both on April 28,

1978. Her older -bttither; Edwin, is 14 years old; and attends public

school. She lives with het parents; brother and a half-sister; next

dbdt to her grandmOther; aunts at--,d cousins in Barrio Juan Domingo.

He is a tlosely-knit extended family; who spend most of the time to

gether; Ginnie spends most of the time with her mother and her rela-

tives. Ginnie's mother was unemployed at the moment and spent most of

her time with Ginnie at home. Her father had gone to the United States

in April, 1980 for a 6=months job, as he had been unemployed in Puerto

Rico for a long time. He tesequently returned home.

Ginnie is a very warm child, very communicative and alert. She

it used to being around people of all ageS and participating in the

activities going on around her. Through the months of taping; Ginnie

Ceveloped some vocabulary and new structures. From one-word utterances;

one:;:Sound expresSiOns, at the end of the study she talked more clearlYi

with longer utterances and new words. Ginnie is very communicative:

She mays much with her gestUtet,
expressions of her eyes and tender Ways;

She was taped mostly at her home. The taping sessions were usually

6.ohe in Ginnie's room While she played with het toys, dolls; "dogs";

'10cks, picture books and others. The main interaction was usually,

with Ana; while they played and conversed. Her mother; brother ane

aunts came in and out of the room and participated in part 0 the



sessions.

ADRIAN is the oldest of two children.
s born on Augusti 1977.

His younger sister, Aurora, was One year old in uly; 1980. Adrian

spent most of his time iiith his mother and siste His father and

mother began college -Studies, bUt had not graduated. Adrian's father

returned to college while we were conducting the Study to finish his

undergraduate
studieS, and was Currently Working in a University li-

brary; His mother is a musician, and occasionally works on musical

perforMances. HoWever; she spent most of her time taking care of

her children.

Adrian lives in a rural area,in Truji116 Alto: He enjoys being

outside the houte and playing with plants and animals. He is very

expressive, communicative and liVely; In the initial tapings, he

talked a Iot using mostly two or three word Utterances. Hit vocab-

ulary was growing rapidly, and he was speaking more clearly; hit

Utterances became more coherent and grammatiCally complete. His

parents were very aware and concerned with Adrian's growth and de-

velopment* and made a Conscious effort to help him in his linguistic

development. They corrected him when he said something grammatically

or phonetically "incorrect":

He was usually being taped on Fridays,
when he went co quaynabo

to visit his grandmother. That day, Elaine, his mother, took her

singing lessons. Elaine and Adrian met Ana in the morning to go to

her clitt. While she took the class, Adrian and Ana went to a nearby

beach; which Adrignenjoyed very much. Some taping was done then.

After Elaine's class, all three went to his grandmother's house.

At this point, his mother and grandmother
participated in the con

versations and games taped.

JAVIER is the second of two children. He was born on June 3; 1977.

His older brother was six years Old; his Mother was expecting another

Child. When Javier was born, is_Mcither
quit her job-in order to take

care of him. She was anxious'"?
"teeing and partiCipating

in the



development and rearing of her baby. Javier was usually home with

his mother in the mornings and with his mother and brother in the

aftern6OnS. Javier's father is the director of a nonprofit consumer

organization. Hit mother is a theater teacher.

The relatiOnthip between the two brothers has evolved from one

of daily fights to a more close one; whet& Antonio (the eldest)

assumed the tole of his bither's protector. They played together

and with other kidt. Javier is a charrhing kid. He is very sociable

with other children and adUltt as well. An important event in his

life at the time of the study was his mother's pregnancy. He was in

the transitional period of accepting the future presence of another

baby in the hOUte, and began to act as a baby once again. Both his

mother and father were aware of and dealt with this situation, ex-

plaining to him the meaning of the newbaby for the family. As a re-

±ult, his father spent more time with him than before.

Since the firSt taping; Javier's vocabulary developed at a rapid

pace. New words and complex structures seemed to appear each day,

but by the laSt tape he had not fully mastered the grammatical ruleS

and structures of Spanish. However, he used other mechanisms, such

as repetitions, gestures and actions; to be underStood by others.

Javier was taped at his home, mostly in everyday interactions

with his aunt. Sometimes, the taping sessions included other members

of theOfamily.

DATA GATHERING

Thestudy was bated on spontaneoUS conversations with the children.

As mentioned before, four children were taped, Javier, Line; Ginnie

and Adrian. The taping sessions lasted for about an hour, and were

done informally in settings familiar to each child. All of them

were usually taped at theit own homes, or at relatives' homes where

they usually spend some time.



Ginnie't tapes were at het home. She spent most of her time

there with her faMily, who participated in all the-tapes. The con=

versations with Ginnie took place while playing with her toys in her

room, and at times wher) she was taking a bath or eating. The.main
4

activity was the games.played with her dollt. She took care of.thet

and talked to them. She was once taped on the beach. Ana went with

her and her family and taped their conversations on the way there,

and at the beach itself.

__ _Adrian was almost always taped on days he spent at his grand-

mother's house in Guaynabo. The taping sessions usually took the

follOWing form: meeting at his grandmother't house, some talking and

activity there, a ride to IslaVerde where his mother took a music

lestOn, a walk on the beach, picking up his mother and going back to

phis grandMOther's house, where the tapings were finished. There is

one tape done at Ana's home; and one dOne at his home with his par-

ents alone. The interaction took place, most of the time, around

games Ana and Adrign made up, like cooking on the beach, taking care

of imaginary children, btildinga house, bUilding a road and others.

Adrian enjoyed talking about things that have happened to him.

Lina was always taped at Mime with Ana and her mother, and once

or twice with her father and other members of her fatIly, such as

her uncle, her cousins and aunts. Lina and Ana conversed while play-
_

ing with Lina'S favorite0oysi het doll; books'and photo albums., In

some occasions they looked through story books Lina specially likes.

..-
Jaqier was always taped at his home by his aunt, who is a member

of his household. She taped him twice in November, months before

she even expected to be working on the project, to keep track of her

nephew's speech development. She used to teach him songs, sing along

with him, and then tape the child singing by himself.

The taping sessions were done any time he was available and willing.

That is; when he accepted playing different games or when he was play=

ing or just conversing with other persons. Most of the time Javier



was aware that he was being taped, and was a good collabdrator. He

loved to play with the tape recorder and td listen to what had been

taped. In the taping sessions, he just talked about anything. At

times, he asked to be taped. As his aunt spent a lot of time with

him and was aware of new developMehtt in his speech, she tried to

induce specific topics or new words or grammatical structures.

ANALYSIS

The analysis performed on the verb system is similat to that used

by Belendez (1980) in her previous research. The utterances with an

explicit verb fOrm (including those forms inflected fOr person; tense

and mrod and non-finite forms) were extracted from the transcriptions

and analyzed. Utterances that are partially unintelligible, that in-

clude English words; or that come from songs or stories, were not

included in the final analysis.

The verb forms in these utterances were further classified as

"appropriately" and "inappropriately" inflected (inflection required

and not supplied) folloWing Cazden's criteria for determining when

an inflectiOn is required. For eachpersonitense form, we calculated

the percentage of times it was used When required. Thit percentage

is an index of the productivity of the inflection for the child's

s ystem. The rationale behind thiS analysis is that: "Each of these

(obligatory) contexts in the child's speech can be considered a learn-

ing trial" (Cazden, 1968, p. 438)i and that it allows us to observe

its development; that is, how it changet over time. Another positive

aspect of thit type of analysis is that since it is based only in the

instances in whiCh the inflection is required, it partials out the

effeCt of frequency. That is, through thit analysis we can determine

the_productivity_Of an infrequently required form as well as that of

a fieqUently required one. The inflections will be considered as

acquired wh6t.-they are supplied in at least 90% of the contexts in

which they are clearly required in three consecutive tapes.

The instances in which a form is required is determined from:

(1) linguistic context-the utterance itself; (2) non-linguittics con-

text-aption performed simultaneoutly; (3) linguistic prior context-

what was said before the child's utterance; (4) linguistic subsequent

'I
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context-how the adult interpreted the child's utterance or how the

Child further elaborated the idea;

The forms were fUillier classified as spontaneous or repetitiOnS.

The criteria to determine if a verb form is a repetition are: (1)

only the verb foiti is considered; (2) an adult's model is available

Within the preceding five (5) utterances; and (3) the child used the

same or a different form of a verb used by the adult. The rationale

_ .

for this differentiation is that Bel6dez found in the subject she

-studied that the set of spontaneout verbs was both more stable and

less complex than that of the repetitionsi and that combining thete

q,;4= dAve an inaccurate picture of the child's verb system:

The "errors" (forms "inappropriately" infleCted) were further

analyzed. ThiS analysis gave additional insight into the strategies

that the child is using when learning a language.



ANALYSIS OF LINA'S VERB SYSI'EM

Lisa's speech was taped for 8 months. Tha data analyzed included 12

tapes made at approximatel 2 to 3 weeks intervals. She was 18 months old

when we first taped her speech; by the last tape she was 25mcaths old.

GENERAL INFCRMATION

Same general information about the Utterances and verbt included in the

analysis is summarized in TWoile 1 . Table 2 illustrates the pattern of

development of the verbs forms Lina Used; taking into consideration

forms were present in her Spontaneous set and/Or repetition sets.

-=-=Table -

---Table 2 ---

Throughout the tapings her -System became increasingly ccniPlex. The

number of type verb forms increased from 5 in tape I to a total of 8 bythe

last tape. In addition, by the last tape 1 form had been used only on "inap-

propriate" context and one form had been required but not used.

The three moods were present: imperative, indicative and subjunctive.

Within the indicative the present, preterit and periphrastic future were

present. In the imperative dkIy the singular form was used. Within the

subjunctive mood,the present tense was used "inappropriately".

In the present indicative tense the first and third singular forms ap-

peared and were acquired in I. The only plur-al form ahe used was the first

person, which appeared initially in tape TV.

In the preterit indicative tense the third Singular appeared and was

acquired in I. The first Singular appeared in I but was not -acquired by the

last tape. The second singular
appeared only once, in VI. The third plural

was required but not used in II.



TABLE 1

GENERAL IteCRATICN CN VERBS ANALYZED IN LINA

=w r

Amber of utterances analyzed 116 112 81 185 171 138 211 112 120

NUmber of personal forms analyzed 54 23 41 110 111 84 85 39 45

°Appropriate"
54 21_ 41 110 111 84 84 17_ 45

Accuracy percentage
100 91.3 100 100 98.2 100 98.8 94.9 100

Regularizations
1 6 5 0 0 3 0 1 1

TYPO forms used _
5 3 4 4 6 7 5 4 4

forms required, not used 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Type forms used, not required 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

138 75 417

38 33 137

36 32 132

94.7 97.0 96.4

0 O0.,

5 5 4

0 0 0

1 0 1





In the periphrastic future tense the first singular was used, only

once, in V.

The only present
sublunctive form used was the third singular; but

only in "inappropiate" contexts.

Chart I I shows the order of appearance and acquisition of the verb

forms in her system.

--Chart I I --=-=

Different from other children the order of acquisition coincides with

the order of appearance, except for ttrafirst singular preterit. Only three

of the eight forms that appeared had not been acquired,
with 2 of the forms not

being acquired because there were not enough instances of their use._

For Una, in the tenses she used initially the third and first singular

appeared simultaneously (present and preterit
indicative), or the first singular

person was the only form to appear (periphrastic futuee). in terms of acqui-

sition, we can observe the pattern consistent with the other children, namely

the earlier
acquisition of the third Singular person for

(preterit), or the

simultaneouS acquisition of first and third singular person forms (present).

ANALYSIS OF THE "ERRCRS"

Chart III lists the "errors" made by Lina.

4

we can (*Serve; Lina's "errors" were very few. The form nest

frequently used in
"Inriate" contexts was the third singular preterit

Whidh was used instead of the firstsingular and third plural preterit.' The

other "errors" were the third singular subjunctiwt present and the first

Singular preSent, both used instead of the imperative.
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18

20
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CHART II

CRDER OF APPEARANCE AND XCULBITICN CF FCIIMS BY LINA

Tape Order' Of appearance
Crder of acquisition

I Imperative
First singular pre-tent
Third singular present
Third singular preterit

First singular preterit

imperative
First Singular present
Thi rd Singtilar present

Third singular preterit

IV First plural present
First plural present

First singUlar periphrastic

future

VII Second singular preterit



Type used

CHART III

TYPE CF "ERRORS" HY LINA

Type required

Third singular preterit Yirtt singular preterit (SR)

Third plural preterit (R)

Third singulai-'
present
First singular

subjunctive-=-4.1werative (SR)

present -a---- Imperative IR)

4N-



CCMPAFtISON OF SPCNTANEOUS REPEMICNS SETS

Table 3 compares the accuracy of the total verbs system with that of

the verbs in the sponteneous repetitions sets. These differences are

illustrated in Figure 1.

-==Table 3 --=

We can observe that the accuracy index of the repetitions and sponta-

neous set was the same in 4 tapes (100%), and larger for the spontaneous set

in 5 tapes and for the repetitions set in 2 tares. The mean accuracy index

for the set of repetitions was 93.7%, for the spontaneous set it was higher,

99.1%. This was statistically significant difference (t=1.704, pt:DS)-

That is, she was more likely to make "errors" while repeating a verb form

thani whxle using verbs spontaneously.

Chart Ilorshows the order of appearance and acquisition of the forms

in both the spontaneous and repetitions sets.

Chart Tv

Throughout the tapings the set of spontaneous forms was more complex

than that of repetitions. It had 8 forms, whereas the repetitions set had

only 6. The forms present in4both sets were the imperative, the first and

third singular and first plural present, and the first and third Singular

preterit. The forms not present in repetitions were the first singular

periphristic future and the second singular preterit. ;

/Of the forms used in both sets, 2 appeared simultaneously in both

sets.2 in the set'of repetitions and 2 in the spontaneous set.

In terms of the acquisition of forms, 4 were acquired in both sets.

The first singular present was required in both sets simultaneously; the

third singular preterit was acquired initially spontaneously; the third-

Singular present vet acquired initially as a repetition. The imperative was

acquired only in the spontaneous set; the first singular present was acquired

5 ,;



TABLE 3

CCMPARISON OF LINA'S SPCMANIMUS AND REPEITfICNS VERB sYsrEms

TAPE
I II -III -131- V VI VII VIII-DC- X XI XII

TOTAL verb forms 54 23 41 110 111 84 90 39 45 38 33 137

"Appropriate"
54 21 41 110 109 84 89 37 45 36 32 132.

percentage
100 91.3 100 100 98.2 100 98.9 94.9 100 94.7 97.0 96.4

SPCNTANECUS verb forms 50 17 25 96 86 68 52 30 45 22 9 104

"jtppropriate" 50 17 25 96 85 68 51 28 45 22 9 103..

percentage 100 100 100 100 98.8 100 98.1 93.3 100 100 100 99'.0'

REPETITIORS verb forms 4 6 16 14 25 16 28 9 0 16 13 33

"Appropriate" 4 4 16 14 24 16 28 9 0 13 22 29

percentage 100 67.7 100 100 96.0 100 100 100 - 83.3 95.7 87.9

Total verb font; 54 23 41 110 111 84 90 39 45 38 33 137

Spcntaneotts 50 17 25 96 86 68 52 30 45 22 9 104

perceritatle 92.6 73.9 61.0 87.3 77.5 81.0 57.8 76.9 100 57.9 27.2 75.9

Repetitions 4 6 16 14 25 16 28 9 0 16 23 33

perctritAge 7.4 26.1 39.0 12.7 22.5 19.0 42.2 23.1. 0 42.1 72.7 24.1
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CHART IV

ORDER

Age
(months)

18

19

19

20

21

22

24

18

19

19

20

CF APPEARAWEANDACQUISITICN OF VERB FORMS
REPETT".T.ONS sErs IN UNA

OR&R OF APPEARAWE

Tepe SpontaneSus

IN THE SPCNTANECUS AND

Repetitions

IMperative
First singular present
First singular preterit
Third singular preterit

Imperative
First singtrlar present
Third singular present

II
Third singular preterit

III Third singular present

TV
FirSt plural present

V
First singular periphrastic

future

vi
First_pairel_preseie
Second singular preterit

x
First singular preterit

ORDER CF AOQUISITICN

I

Imperative
First singular present
Third singular preterit

First Singular present
Third singular present

II 1
Third singular preterit

III Third singular present

First plural present

0



only as a repetition.

Following is a ditcuSsion of all the formS tvresent and/or required in

Lina's system.

Aco n sees

First singular-present - This form appeared and was acquired in

both sets in tape I. It was always used when required. It was used "inap-

pcopiately" instead of the imperative, as a repetition.

L: Yo COPAID
/7 take/

(I:44)

Pa eQue td auieres?
/What do you want?/

ver que? /To

(rD) L: Quiero msmi. /I want =may./

(I:8°)

Third singular present - It appeared and was acquired initially

as a repetition in I. It appeared and was acquired spontaneously in III. It

was always used as required, and unlike the other children, it was not used

"inapproplately" in any context.

A: el' este, quien es este? And this, who is this?!

(mirando fotografia)
(showing a pircture)

(rA)L: Este es nena.
This is the girl./

(1:12)

L: Mitaand.
/It is there./

(//I-81)

Third singular-preterit -
It appeared and was acquired initially

sPontaneously in:I. It appeared and was
acquired initially as a repetiticn in

II . It was always used as required. It Was used "inappropiately" in both

sets instead of the first singular preterit, and instead of the third plural

preterit as a repetition.



L: Cato ahi /(It) fell thered,.

(un bloque) (a block)

(II-20)

A: eSe cavd? /Did it fall?/

Pa clY Una, qu6 /And now, Lina, what happened

le pas62 to it?/

(rA) L: Cay6 ahi /It fell there./

(;:26)

ACQUIRED ONLY SPONTANEOUSLY

Imperative - It appeared initially in both sets in I, when it

was acquired in the.spontaneaus set.: The third singular subjunctive present

was used "inappropiately" instead of it in bath sets: and the first singular

present was used instead of it as a repetition.

In the repetitions it seemed to have been acquired from tape I

on; but it was not used as required in tapes X to XII.

TiE quieres que yo /Do you want me to hear it?/

la dicta?

L: Dame /Give me./

Pa WI! /Ah:/

(rD) L: Plve ahi /Hear there/

(IV:31-32)

First sin4ular present instead of imperative

A: LY qua hago? /What thoUld I do?/

L: Lo pones /You Pit it./

11-a. tLo -pinto? /Do I paint it?/

-(rB)L: LO pinto /(/) paii1 it./

(KI:5051)

Third singular subjunctive present instead of imperative

.

ZQUe lo pinte aqui? /That (I).paint it here?!



val6 lo ping asi
comp td?

aue td haces?

A: Lina, EQue td haces?

*(rB)L: Pinte

(X:1)

tQUe pes

* I,s. apacale.

(la lu.t)

(VIII-17)

ACQUIRED ONLY AS A REPETITION

/That (I) paint it like you?/

/What are you doing?/

/Liha, what are you doing?/

/That it paint/

/What happened?/

/That it turn off./
(The light)

First plural preteht = It appeared and was acquired initially as

a repetition in IV. It appeared spontanebUtly in VI, but was not used again

spontaneously. It was always used when required.

A: Nira vacs a jugar /Look, lets go play over there/

aqua.

A: LIU; quieres it a la sale? /bo you want to go to the living

room?/

/Lets go/L: Vas
(TV-26)

L: VAMonos.

(VI:24)

/Lets go./

PRESENT IN BCUli SETS, NO ACQUIRED IN EITHER

- It appeared initially in the sponta-

neous set in I. It was required but not used as a repetition in V, and was

later used in X.

The third singular preterit was the form used instead of it in

both sets.

L: Komi, volvi.

(I-117)

MarITV, (I) came baCk./



A; &argue tO pintaste

eso, Una?

(rD)L: Lo ;Ante

(K:72)

/Why did you paint that, Lira'?/

/(I) painted it./

Third Singular
preterit instead of first Singular preterit

Cagela por ahi

(rE)*L: Coolie.

(V:141)

*Ya termind
(v:65)

/Grab it by that end./

/Ah! (She) grabbed (it) /

/(She)finished already/

PRESENT ONLY IN THE SPCMANECUS SET

First sinoular periphrastic-
future - It appeared only once,

"appropiately"
in V.

= tely" in VI.

L: Yo voy a jugar
/I am going to play./

(W-72)

Second singular
preterit - It appeared only once, "appropia-

"-Vi*e?

(V1-67)

USED ONLY "INAPPROPIATELY"

/Did you see?/

Third-singular
tUblunctive

present = It was used spontaneously

in VIII; as a repetition
in X and XII. In both

instances it was used instead

of-the imperative.

See X:72, above

REIDUMED, BUT NCT USED

Third plural.-
preterit -

text for it was required

0



which was in II. The form used instead of it was the third singular preterit.

Au LS6 cayeron? ?ay!

*(rC)1.: Payo
(II-21)

/(They) fell. Ay:/

/(It) fell/

DIFFERENrIkli INFLUENCE CP REPETITTCNS

Table 4 lists separately the frequency far each category of the repe-

ti ons.

Figure 2 illustrates the trend for "inapprppiate" repetitions.

=Tabie 4 --

---Figure 2

As Line made few "errors", it fluctuated. The specific "errors" are

discusSed below.

"APPRCPIATE" REPETITIONS

Positive influence (A)- This type of repetition occurred with

the majority of the forms present in her repetitions verb system: imperative, third

singular and first plural present and third singular preterit.

Third singlijar preterit - See I:26page 38

Imretati

A: Mr

(rA )L: TAy, ma, rnira

(1:54)

/1r.ok, Lina./

/Cih, man, look./

Mit positive influence is recre evident in the third singular

present and first plural present forms as they appeared initSally with this

type of repetition.



TABU 4

TYPES OF REPETITIONS IN LINA

ibtitive influence (A)

percentrie

Re:ladle influence (B)

ptcentage

E

II III V v- VI VII VIII Ix X XI---XII

4 4 16 11 :u) 14 18 9 0 ib 17 23_

100 66.7 100 78.6 76.0 87.5 64.3 100 0 62.5 73.9 69.7

0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 4

0 0 0 21.4 0 0 0 0 0 18.8 0 12.1
t

Impervicusess of systam (C)
0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0'

percent*

0 333 0 0 4.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Firm Icriridedge (D)

percentagt

infltrnee (E)

percenthge

Writcriate" (MD)

pereentap

"Inapprairiate" (B4C+E)

0 0 0 0 5 2 10 0 0 3 5 6

0 0 0 0 20.0 12.5 35.7 0 018.8 21.8 18.2

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ' 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.3 0

4 4 6 14 24 16 28 9 0 13 .22 2q

100 66.7 100 100 96.0 100 100 100 0 81.3 95.7 87.9

0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 4

0 33.3 0 0 4.0 0 0 0 0 18.8 4.3 12.1
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Third singular present - See 1:12 page 37

First-plural present - See IV.:26 page 39

_t*

Fitt Knowledge (D) - This type Of repetition occurred with the

imperative, first and thiied singular ancl,first plural present. It occurred

only in this type of repetition with the kirst singular preterit.

Imperative

A: aprietb? /(I) crush it?/

(rD)L: Anrieta

(IV=6)

First singular present

A: Enseliale al none oorno

to pintas

(rD)L: me -pisito rrEis

(v:16)

First plural present

A: Pero, etil vas a it con

un solo zapato?

/Crush it/

/81.04 the boy how you

/(I) paint myself more./

/But.. Are you going out with

only one shoe?!

A: tQue to quieres?
/What do you want?/

A: Tana el otro zapato traYa the other shoe./

La Mira /10aX/

A: a ahora, clue hago yo /And what do I do, now that I

que no to ngo zapato? have no shoes?

(rD)L: VarnoS
/Let's go./

(V-157,158)

First singular pr Brit - See X:72 page 40



"INAPPROPIATE REPETITIONS"

ative influence(B)- This type of repetition occurred with

the third singular subjunctive instead of the imperative (which had occurred

Spontaneously) and with the'firit singular present instead of imperative.

Third rdnou lar subjunctive present instead-Of imperative, See

X:1 page 39

First singular present instead-Of
imperative - See XI:50,51

page 38

Imperviousness of System (2)- This type of "error" occurred

With the third singular preterit instead of the third plural preterit in II.

This "error" was made only as a repetition.

711ird-sinaular Preterit
instead of third plural preterit - See

11:21, page 41

NO-influence (E)- It occurred only onCe,. in V, with the.third

singular preterit being used instead of the first sinouIar preterit. This is

consistent with his spontaneoUt Set at the time, which included this "error".

Third singular-preterit instead Of
first singular-preterit - See

17:141, pag,.! 40



SUM ARY OF LINEN'S VERB SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

During the eight months that Line's speech was taped, her system developed

from one including 5 forms in 3 tenses to one which included 8 forms in 4 tenses.

The first tape incltided the imperative a:A the present and preterit indicative

tenses; the periphrastic future was subsequently added, as was the only

"inappropriate" use of the subjunctive present tense. In terms of complex-

ity her system was relatively slow to develop, as only 3 forms were added

in the months of tapings, 2 of which were used only in one tape.

The first and third persons bad appeared Simultaneously in the tenses

used in the first tape made of her speech (present and preterit). However,.

the firSt Singular preterit had not been acquired, whereas the third singular

form was.

In general, her system was quite accurate; she made few "errors".

However, we can observe a dedreating trend in accuracy from tape V on the poir

in which the Made the first spontaneous "errors". Both the imperatiVe (in the

set of repetitions) and the first singular preterit (in bath sets) show a

aecrease in accuracy fram that tape on, although at that point they teemed

to have been acquired.

When camper ng the spontaneous and repetitions sets, we find that the

Set of repetitirns is significantly less accurate, but also less complex

overall. There were more "errors" in terms of frequency and diversity

even though, overall, the ratio of spontaneous to repetitions forms was

almost 4:1.

Her system did not include any third person plurali spontaneously

for in repetitions. There were " errors" in which these forms were required

but not used.

loarticuiarity of Lina's system is that the third singular present

person, the least marked form, is not used "inappropriately's, contrary to

what happened in all the other children taped both in Puerto Rico and Boston.

It seems as if the third%singular preterit form served this function of

being itbe "basic" form for her.
EiL,



As Una was the youn4esillchild; and the one who had the least

complex system both in terms of forms present and acquiredi it would seen

as if sane of the Characteristics we found in the other children might

also happen eventuany,in her verb system



ANALYSIS a' GINNIE'S VERBS

Ginnie's speech was -ped forlOmonths. The data analyzed included

15 tapes made at
approximately 2 to 3 weeks intervalt.

She was 20 months old

when we first taped her sideech; by the last tape She was 29 months old.

GENERAL INF ORMATION ON VERBS

Same geileral informatian aboOt the utterances and verbs included in

this analysis is summarized in Table 5 . Table 6 illustrates the pattern

Of development of the verbs Ginnie ttel,: taking into dOnsideration whether

the verbs were present in the spontaneous and or repetition set.

Tab16 5

-= Table 6 --

Throtightut the tapings, her verb system became increasingly complex.

The nueihr of type verb forms increased fraM 3 in tape I to a total of 10

by the .1.St tape. In addition, 3 forms had been used only in "inappropriate"

contexts;

The three moods were
present in her system: imperative, indicative

and SUbjunctive.
Within the indicative, the tenses Were the present, preterit

and periphrastiC future. Within the subjunctive, only the present was used. only

"appropriately". In the imperative mood, only the singular form was used,

In .leis present indicative tense the third Singular form was present

in I, :but did not appear again until VI, whenitwas classified as acqUited.

The first singular was also present in I, but did not appear again until VIII;

it had not been acquired by the last tape. Of the plural persons, the first

appeared in VIII and was used thereafter, although it was not acquired; the

third was used only once; "inappropriately ".

Inthepreterit indicatiVe tense the third singular appeared and was

acquired in VIII; and fraM then crl was always used at required: The first

singular also appeared in VIII, but its accuracy
fluctuated; it was used as



GENERAL INRBTT4 CN V /NALYZED flJ GIMIT

!Amber of term
analyzed

Neter of personal farm

mired"rate"
perceniage

5

5

100

Regularizatim

Typ-e fairs used 3

lyp-e forms required, rot used 0

Type fn ng used, not rifr& 0

TAPE
II III IV V VI VII-1111 x xiv xv

410 234 246 398 558

12 9 21 30 11 37 68 48 118 88 84 09 164

3 1? 9 21 29 11 26 68 _44 117 78 79 :754.161

100 ]40 100 100 96.7 100 100 97.0 9L6 99.1 88.6 94.0 94.9 98.7

1 1. 1. 2 1 P

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1

3 6 7 4 4 6

0 0 0 1 1 1

1 0 1 2. 4 0

ii





,

required, used "inappropriately",
and sometimes not used when required. The

second singular
appeared and was acquired in IX.

L the periphrastic;-future
tense the first.singular was used initially

in IX and required but cot used in XIV. The third Singular
appeared in XI once

and was t'inappropriately"
used in XIV. The first plural

appeared in VIII. The third

plural was used, "inapprtpriately", once in X.

The present subjunctive
forms used were the firtt and the third singular.

Me first singular was used both "appropriately" and "inappropriately";
wherPas

the third singular was used only "inappropriately".

Chart v showt the order of appearance and acquisition of the verb

forms in Cinrie'S system. AS expected, the order of acquisition doet not

coincide the under of appearance. As an illustration of this point,

the imperat,:ve a fired i the first tape, when she was 21 months old, but

was not acquirt_:: intil sh.., was 28
months old, in tape XII. Of they forms

present in her system, only 4 had been acquired by the last tape.

--Chart V

7or Ginnie, in the tenses she used froan the first tape Oh, the third

and first singular person appeared simultaneously
(present and preterit);

or thc. first plural person appeared initially ( periphrastit future).

In terms of -ccida8ition; the third singular was the form initially acquired

within the tense, a pattern that we find in most of the other children.

ANALYSIS OF THE "ERRO1:TS"

Chart VI 1sts the "errors" made by Ginnie. As with the Other

children, the form net
frequently used in "inappropriate"

contexts was the

third singular present; whith suggests that it is a basic form. It was

used instead of the iiperative in the repetitions set;
instead of the

fiist plural present AlochtallecmslY;
and instead Of the first singular present in

both sets. The other forms used
"inappropriately" were the third.singUlar

presc,nt; preterit; periphrastic
future and subjunctive present; the third

plural present and periphrastit
future; the first singular present, preterit

and subjunctiVe
present, and the imperative.

In Ginnie, w. Can observe that

she uses "inappropriately"
.ill of the farms present in her system.

---Chart



CHART V

CRDER OF APPELAANCE AND ACQUISITICN OF GINNIE'S VERB FORMS

Age Tape
(ronths)

Order of_$ ;appearance
Order Of acquisition

z/7/-1

Triperative

20 I Firtt singular present

Third singular present

24 VI

24

25

26

28 )UI

Third singular present

FirstsingalarPreterit
Third sinUlar preterit

First singular periphrastic
future

First plural periphrastic
future

Third singular preterit

First laurel present
Second Singular preterit

Second singular preterit

Third singular periphrastic
future

Imperative



CHAR:. VI

GINNIE'S "ERRCRS"

Form used
Form required

First Singular present (SR)

Third singular present
Imperative (R)

First plural present (S)

ImperatiVe CS)

Third singular subjunctive

pt-ess

Thirt3 ingular
pwip} Ira st 4.-.

future

Third singular preterit

Third plural present

First singu=lar present

+First Singular present (S)

"nix ci plural periphrastic

future

First singular subjunctive

present

First singular preterit

Imperative

First tinguIar periphrastic future (R)

First singular preterit (S)

First singular present (S)

Imperative (S)

First singular: periphrastic
future (S)

First singular present (R)

Firtt singular
periphrastid future (S)

IMperative (R)

Imperative (S)
First singular

periphrastic future (S)

Firtt singular present (S)



An analysis of this chart Sh4Ws that, of the instances in which a

third singular for was used, the first "error" to appear involved this form,

And that it was the person used most frequently
instead of other forms.

COMPAR/Sai CF SPONTANEOUS AND REPETITICNS SET

Table 7 compares the accuracy of the total verb system with that of

the verbs in the Spontaneous and repetitions sets. These differences are

illustrated in Figure 3.

-Table 7

=Figure 3

We can observe that the accuracy index of the repetitious and spcnta-

neout set was equal in six tapes, larger for the Spontaneous set in 6 tapes,

and `larger for the set of repetitions in 3 tapes- The mean accuracy for

the Set of repetitions was smaller, 95,9% compAred to 97.4% in the sponta-

neous set, which is not a significant differ-rice.
Howeveriii we include

Only the tapes from VI on, which is the first
instance in which her system

had an "error"; we find a significant difference
(t=-1.734 p <.05) with the

mean for the Spontaneous set being 95.9% and that of the set of repetitions

93.5%.

Chart VII shoots the order of appearance and acquisition of the forms

in both sets.
=.::hart VIi

,4

4

Throughout the tapings, the set of Spontaneous forms= was ;mini:ccmplex

than that of the repetitions;
there were 9 formS in the spontaneous set,

whereas there were 8 formS in the set of repetitions. The forms pre-Sent in

botb sets were the imperative,
first and third singular present And preterit,

second singular preterit, and the'first pauralpresent,
The spontaneous set

had, in addition, the first plural
peripbrattic future and the third singular

periphrastic future. The set of repetitions had the first singular peripbrastic

future.

Of the 7 forms present in both sets, Sappeared initially spontaneously:
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TABLE 7

CC4'ARISQ1 CF SIMANECUS AtD REPEIVICNS VERB SEES ;DIKE

11 In --w V V VI VII VIII 11 X -XI XII XTII-XIV- XV

TrAtiiit forms

Appropriate

PERCENTAGE

5 20 12 9 21 30 11 37 68 48 118 '89 84 79 164

5 20 12 9 21 29 11 36 66 44 117 78 79 75 161

100 100 100 100 100 96.7 100 97.0 97.0 91.6 99.0 88.6 94.0 94.9 98.2

MONTANUS verb forms 4 17 3 8 17 23 10 28 58 34 87 74 69 65. 145

kirtriate
'17 3 8 17 22 10 28 57 30 87 67 66 62 142

PERCENTAGE
100 100 100 100 100 95.7 100 100 98.2 88.2 100 90.5 95.6 95.3 97.9

REPETITICNS
verb forms 1 3 9 1 4 7 1 9 10 14 31 15 15 14 19.

4 fr o p r i at e
1 3 9 1 4 7 1 8 9 14 30 12 13 13 19

PERM= 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 88.8 90.0 100 96.7 80.0 86.6 92.8 100

TOTAL littb forms
5 20 12 9 21 30 11 37 68 48 118 89 84 79 04

SPONTANECUS verb forms 4 17 38 17 23 10 28 58 34 87 74 69 65 145

PERCENTAGE
80.0 85.0 25.0 88.8 80.9 76.7 90;9 75.7 85.3 70.8 73.7 83.1 82,1 82;3 88.4

REPEMENS verb forms 1 .3 9 1 4 7 1 .9 10 14 31 15 15 14 19

PERCENTAGE
20.0 15.0 75.0 11;2 19.1 23.3 9.1 24.3 14.7 29.2 26.3 16.9 17.9 17.7 11.6
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CET VII

CRDER OF APPEARANCE AND ACQUISITION CT' SPCNTANECUS AND REPEIT1TCNS VEra

FCRIAS IN GINNIE

CRDER ADOUISITION

Age Tape Spontaneous

Orcnths)
20 I inierative

24 VI

24 VII

25 IX

RepetitithS

Third singular presenta
Third singular present
Third singular preterit

Second singular preterit

CRDER OF APPEWNCE

Iterative
20 I Firtt Singular present

Third singular present

24 VI

24 VIII

25

26

29 XIV

Incerative

Third singular present

First singular preterit
Third singular preterit_
First pauraI periphrastic
future

First plural presctat
First singult:r present

.. Male

Seooncl singular preterit First sincjular periphrastic

First plural present future

Third singular periphrastic Second singular preterit

future Third Singular preterit

First singular preterit



the first and third singular-present, the first, second and third singular

preterit. The first plural present appeared initially as a repetition.

In terms of the
ad4isition of formS, we can observe that the sport'

set is more carplem as it includes 4 corms, Whereas the set of repeti-

tionS includes only one, the third singular present.

A discusgion and womples of each form used follodS.

ACQUIRED IN BOTH SETS

Third sir aLar,present - This was the orm used most often in both

sets, and which was always used when required. Although it appeared initially

spontaneously, itwasfirst
acquired in the:set of repetitions in VT,it was

acquired in the spontaneous set in VII.

It was the form most often used "inappropriately". In both sets it

was used instead of the firtt
singular preSent, as a repetition itwas used

:istead of the imperative, and in the spontaneous instead of the first plural

xesent.

G: Diana
/pima is/

(I:51)

R: zPara dCrlde tit vas ?

G: Sandy
010 G: Se va

(IX:189)

/Where are you going?!

rSandy (her sister)/

/(She) is going)/

PRESENT IN AMR SFTSi ACOVIRED ONLY IN SPONTANEOUS SET

iMPerative - This is the form used more frequently by Gdmnie. In

fact, after the first tape, the following five include only iMeratives.

It appeared in both seta at the Same time. in I. It was acquired at that

tape in the Spontaneous
'set,:..it had not been acquired as a repetition by



the last tape. The forms used instead of it were the third singular present

and subjunctive present in total sets, and the first Singular subjunctive

present in the set of repetitiOns, and the firSt singular present and first

singular preterit in the spantmeout set. It was used, in the spontaneous

Set, instead of the first,Singular present.

G: Areate
/(You) get down/

(1:39)

First singular tubjunctive present instead
'

o f imperative

R: LIDue lo abra?
/That I open it?/

(rE)*G: Abra /open/

(XIII:90)

Third singular present instead of imperative

R: ere lo pomp?
(rE)*G: Pone

(XII:162)

/Do I put it on you?/

/(5.01e) puts/

Second sinaular preterit - It was used and acquired in the speritaneousll

Set in IX, and was always used when required. It appeared ax was used only

on as a repetition, in XI.

G: 4Viste?

(IX:107)

R: eiriste?

WOG: eViste?

(KI:136)

/bid (you) see?/'

/bid you) see?/

sir- singular preterit = It was used and acquired initially in the

spontaneous set. It also appeared in,the set of repetitions and was always

used as required, but there were not enough instances present for it to reach

a;:quisition.

G: Se partici

(XI:256)

C.;

/It broke/



A: iQue fue?

(rA)G: Se fue

(XI:256)

At happened?/

/He left./

PRESENT IN BCTH SETS; NCTACWIRED IN EITHER

First Singular present - It appeared initially spontaneously.

*Subsequently it was requited but not usc:d, and Sartet_res used when required.

This tuatioh occurs in both sets. The form did not seem to be reaching

arclution in either set by the last tape. It was used once instead of the

imperive in the spontaneous Set. The forms used instead of it were the

thirc :_ =;Ingular
present in both sets; and the third singtaar subdunctive

present; third plural present and the imperative form in the Spontaneous set.

G: Yo quiero nena
/1 want girl./

(1:16)

zQue esters haciendo?
/What are

(rD)G: Estoy pintando
/(i) an painting./

(X:75)

Third singular present -instead of imperative

zTli opiereS esto?

M: Olue es esto?

(rB)G: Yo jugar

(IX:I15)

/You want this./

/Ginnie, what is thiS?/

/I cants to play./

-Fit8t plural tlretent - It appeared initially as a repetition in

VIII; in the spontaneous set it appeared in IX. In both sets it we8 used as

required. It was required but not used once; the form used instead of it was the

third singular present.

G:
/Let's go./

(IX:164)



A: ,VE,%11-)s a hacerle avena? /Shall we cook oatmal?/

(rA)G: Varros /Let's/

(IX:51)

First-sing4ar preterit It appeared initially and was most

frequently used when required in the spontaneous set. Its use fluctuated

from being used as required, being used only "inzppropriately" and not

being Used w1 required. In the repetitions set it was used as required

only once. in,XIV.

The form used instead of it was the third singular Freterit. It

w7a. used instead of the imperative form and instead of the first singUlar

periphastie futlfre.

VIII.

No fui

(XITI:184)

/(I) did not go./

A: aLas guardoe /Shall (I) put them away?/

(rD)G: Gbarde /(I) put them away./

(XIV:260)

Third singular preterit instead of first singular preterit

* G: vio

(refiriendose a eIIa)

(XV:531)

/(She) saw it./

(refering to herself)

PRESENT ONLY IN EPCNTANEOUS SET

Firgtplural periphrastic future - It appeared only once; in

G: Va a dormir

(XI:31)

/(She) is going to sleep./

PRESENT ONIY IN SET OF REPETITIONS

First singular periphrtStiC future == This form was used when
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required only as a
repetition in IX. It was also not used when re qzf..sd: botn

as a repetition ane .i7pontaneouSly.
The forms used instead were the third sing-

ular periphrastic
future z..s a repetition and the first singular subjunctive

present form spontaneously.

z,Para donde ti vas?

(rD)S: Ch, yo voy a venir

(IX:281)

/Where are you going?/

/Ch, I am going to come;/

Third sinOUlar periphrastic future
instos1 c' first-sinoular

periphrastic future

logic

both

A: LOue tu Ada-1,-a hacer?

*(rB)G: Va a habIar

(XIV:391)

/Whet are you going to do?/

is going to tan./

USED ONLY "INAPPROPRIATELY"
fl BOTH .TS

Fiist s4rzu1ar
subjUnictiv,, present-

This form which is morpho-

identical to the third singular form was used "xnappropTrately" in

'initially as a repetition);
It was used instead of the imperatie

and tie Singular present as a repetition, and instead of the first

singular periphra_
future sport --ebusly;

First sinqularstAblunctive-Oresent
instead of first singular

periphrastic future

zolIDUZ.. var a hacer::

*G. Agee

(D(: 275)

/What are(yOu)going to do?/

/(That I) get dio-Wn./

First sircular-sub iunctive-present
instead of iierative

A: zQue to abra?

*(rB)G: 812/0_

(XIII:90)

/That (I) open it?/

/Mat (I) open/



Third singular subjur- present - This fdtm Was used only

"irl,appropriately' in both tett. It iikit used instead of the imperative in

boti- sets and instead of the first singular present in th? spontaneous set.

There were 1%,.) tances in either set in which it was required and used

"appropriately".

sinTalar Sublunc-re5ent instead of imperative

C;. Va.yit

(refiri6ndose a Ana)

(X:98)

/(That I) goes./

(refering to Ana)

111.--41-2qplural Eeriphrastic future - This form was used o_

"inappropriately" instead Of the first sngular present form.

* G: A Van t cricinar /(They) are to cook.,

(XTV:233)

DIFFFIIrrIAL INFaTENCE OF RTPETITICC

Tabl 9 lists separately the 17,uency for 9ach cgory of ti- re-

petitions. Figure 4 illustrates the incre7isi,-.g trend of the inaccuratt

repetitions.

--Table 9 --

4

When we combine the "inappropriate" repetitions (713.X and EL their

accuracy percentage had an increasing tre That as Ginnie's system

became more complex, there was a tendencyfoitn increase in the htittber of

"inappropriate" repetitions with an aptarently negative influence in the

accuracy of ner verb system. This is not the case for the last tape. In

the initial tapes (I-V1I) oily the 'appropriate" repetitions £k and D) were

evident.
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177ES REPETITIGIS BY GEE

ItlaerMi0~6.00.11Wro
TAPE

II-. VI VII VIII IX X XI Xl.pin 0 IV

Positive 1nflucre2e (Al 1 2 3 3 4 6 / 5 8 _27_ 12 _8 5 19.

percentaqe
i 66.7 100 100 75,0 57;1 0 14 50.0 57.1 87.1 80.0 53.3 35.7 ,1)0

kotive influence (S) 0 0 0 0

percentage
0 0 0 0

0 U U 1 0 0 3

0 0 1 10.0 0 0 20.013.,

0

Itperviousness of systel(C) O 00000 00L1... 0 0 1 0

pircentage
0000900000 3.2007;1 U

Firm knowledge 0) 01001 31116 305 8 0

reale
0 33;3 0 0 7:),0 112.9 100 4.4 10,0 42,9 9.7 0 33;3 57;1 0

lopriateH(PD)
I 3 _1 4 7 1 8 9 14 30 12_ 13 II_ 19

rene:entme
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 88.9 90;0 100 96.8 80,0 86.7 92,9 100

percentage
000000011.0 10.003,2 20.0 113 7.1 0
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"APPROPRIATE" REPETITICNS

Positive influence (A) = This type of repetition Occurred with

the imperative, first and third singular and first plural present and second

and third Singular preterit. The form in which the positive influence is more

evident is the first plural present.

All of the other fcmms were prevent in the spontanecut se-:-- at

time thel -,.ere/first sampled as repetitions.

Imperative

A: Mara, Ginnie

(1-1)0: Mara, Ana

(XII:100)

singular preSartt

4book, Ginnie./

/Look, Ana./

A: La vaca, ague
/Th coa, what does it do?/

G: Vaca, ah /Cow; there/

A: f
/Mob/

(r1) G: I-lac-el-mu, mu /(It) dOeS mu_, mu/

(XV:109)

First plural --pit ent - See IX :51; page 52

inguIar preterit = Sec 74.1z136, page 50

TYdrd singular preterit- = See XI:256, page 50

Firm knowledge (D)= This type of -Petition ..:,_:urred with the

imperatie, first and third singular present an rst singular preterit.

Itperative

A: Ginnie, zest as pin- /Ginnie, are you painting?/

tando?



e
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/Paint; Ana./

Lgcl.:-1' pihtando?

(r1101)G: Estcy pintando

(X; 75)

Third singular-present

A: No eStaba ahi

(rD)G: No ester

(KII1:36)

First -sineFular preterit

A: zIas guardo?

(rD)G: Guard6

(XIV:260)

"INAPPROPRIATE" REPETITIONS

/Are (You) Painting?/

/(I) am painting./

/(It) VMS not there./

/(It) d.8 not there/

/Will (I) put it in its plc?/

/(I) put it in its plat./

Negative influence (B) - This was the most frequent "inapprbri=

ate" type of repetition used
Srpted "4 " hpyri te

third singular present farm instead of the first singtlar form; the third

instead of the first singular periphrastic future; the third Singular present

fott iiibtead of the inInarative and the first singular Subjunctive present

instead Of the first singular presantand theitperative; Evidence fOr mislead

can be obserVed in the last four "errors" which Only occurred as repetitions.

In the use of thethird instead of the first singular present farm; it t;taS

also made .ipontaneousIy hit appeared as an "e-ror" initially as a repetition.

Third sinoul -resent instead-of first singular-resent

M: Tiene tres &los esabes, /She's three years oId, you know?
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present

M: CUmpliC dos el otro dia /She was two(years old) the other

y ya time tres day and she already has three./

*(rB)G: Tiene-tres /(She) has three./

(1111:98)

First singUlar-SUbiunctive present instead of first singular

A: No Io de es cores

*(rB)G: Del-e caer

(KII:247)

/Don't let if fall-/

/Let. fall./

Third sintillarperiphrastic
future -in tend of first singular

periphrastic future - see xi 391 page 53

First singular subunctive present instead of imperative- See

X211:90 page 50

Itperviousness of the - This type of "error" occurred

with the third instead of the first present fOrM. As expected, this "ei:or"

was aIso evident in her spontaneous set.

No infIu (E) - The only "error" classified as this type was

the third singular pretent instead of the lliderative; Trds "error" was consistent

with her sio:;,...,:r.to.us systerh at the time;

Thdrd sinul--z-present instead of imperati-ve - See ?II 162, page 50



SLZ.MRY OF GINNIE'S VERB SYSTEM DEVELOPMEar

During the 9 months in Which Ginnie's Speech was taped, her system

develdped from one Whithincluded 3 forms in 2 tenses to one Whith included

10 forms in 4 tenses; The development of her system was more 47vie,,,

from VII on; in which 3' new forms appearf.t.
that tape; the imperative

was the fOrm most frequently used.

The f tape included the imperative and the present tenes;

The tenses .;%.
followed Were the preterit indicative and the periphrastic

future. '177. 1

"inappropriate" itte of the subjunctive preterit tense

was subsequet...4 added.

The first and third singular pers-n forms appeared simultaneously

in 2 of the tenses used (present and preterit). However, only the third

sing,libr persons were acquired, Wilith is consistent with that for the

Other children (except for Line).

Although Ginnie't set was quite accurate, she made many different

typi.6. of "errors", the majority of them in the spontaneouS set; She was

likely to Use forms "inappropriately",
although not very frequently.

That is; there Were no perVasive "errors" in her system.

When Comparing the Spontaneous and repetitiOn
sets; we find that t1'

accuracy for the set of repetitions is significantly lower. The majority of

the "errors" made in repetitions Were of type B (negative inflUence); in Which

she repeated the s form used previously by the adults.

The Spontaneous set was more CoMplex in te±th of the forms both

present and acquired. In addition; the majority of the fOrms appeared

;initially
the spontaneous set.

Her system is the one to follow Line's in terns of cmplexity

both in forms present and forms acquired.
She was also the next in age

of the children tared..



VII ANALYSIS (.1c' ADRIAN'S VERB SYMEM

Adrian's speech was taped fdt 8 tOnths. The data analyzed included

11 tapes, made at apprOximately 2 to 3 weeks interva:!S. He was 29 months

old when we first taped hfs speech. By the 1,. was 36 months old.

GEMIAL, DIF'aIMA2"'ICN ci V7-..7735.7

Same geKeral infdrMation about the utterances and Verbs included in

the analysis is summarized in table 10 . Table 11 illustrates the develop-

vent of the verb fOrMS Adrian used; taking into consideration whether the

font appeared in the spontaneous and/or repl:itions sets.

- -Table 10 --

Table 11 ---

lb Adrian we can observe that most of the verb forms appeared initially

in the spontaneouS set, with 6 for in this Set and 3 farms in the set of

repetitions. Of the fcrms acquired in both sets, 4 were acquired initially

in the spontaneous set (third singular present,and preterit, and firSt and

third singular periphrastit
fUture): 3 In the set Of repetitions (first plural

present and periphrastic future, second Singular preterit):

Throughout the tapings, tt verb system became increasingly complex.

The number of type verb forms inc.reased from 9 in Ole first tape to 14 thrcugh-

out the last tape. In addition, 3 ferns had been used oniy in "inappropriate"

contexts, and /or required but not used.

The threemods were present- imperative, indicative and subjunctive.

Within the indicative, the tenses present were the present, preterit, reri-

phrastic future and future. Within the subjunctive, the only tense included

was the present. In the- :imperative, only the singular form was used.

In terms of the pertons present ineachtensc, we will &Scuts the

pattern of appearance and acquisition of each form.

In the present indicative -..ense, the third singular person appeared



TABLE 10

GENERAL MEMPLPICN ct VERBS ANALYZED OWN

T A-P--E41~.~M II III V

Amber of utterances analyzed 475 313 133 100 449

Number of personal forms analyzed 134 157 77 38 195

"Appropria,e"
106 139 56 36 189

Accuracy percentage
79.1 88.5 72.7 94.7 96.9

VI VII VIII IX X XI

585 489 474 519 ,508 519

292 290 233 292 253 232

281 263 217 281 248 221

96.2 94.1 93.1 96.2 98.0 95.2

Regularizaticts

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 8 4 0

Type formS used
9 9 5 4 7 10 9 9 10 13 13

Type formg required, not used 0 1 0 1 1 0 2 1 0 1 1

Tge formS used, not required
I 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0



TABLE

DEW:WPM-NI' Cr ADRIAN'S VERB svorly

I II an- -ry X -XI

mpe. r ti v e SR SR S (SR) S2 SR SR SR SR SR SR

Present indicative
First singular
Third singular
First plural
.Third plural

Preterit indicat
First singular
Second singular
Third singular
First plural
Third plural

SR SR SR Sir SR SR SR SR SR SR E;1

(S)R SR SR S SR _SR SR S(R) SR SR SR

= (R) = R R (S)R SR S SR SR S

SnR nS - S SnR S

SR S iS nS tiS SR SR SR SiR S SR

(S) S - - -. S(R) (S)R - - S SR

S S S - SR SR (S)iR S at SR SR

- - - - -= - - - - - n (SR)

- - - - =. - - nS - S S

Periphrastic__ future
First singUlar
Third singular
FitSt rlural

S s SrR S S SR__ :72 SR

iS S (S)R S SiR

- (R) (S) SR S SR SR SR S

PreS02ent subjunctive
Firgt singular
Third singular
Third plural

n(sR) IR -

S i (RS) -
_ nS

- iS - iR - nS -

- - iR n(SP.) - iS iSR -

_ _ is - - - -

'F'uture indicative
Third singular
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and Ues acquired in I; the first singular appeared in I but had not been

acquired by the last tape. Of the plural persons, the first appeared and was

acquired in II. The third appeared in VI.

In the preterit
indfCative tense, the second andthird singular

appeared in I; the second'singuIar was acquired tri'VI, the thdrd in VII. The

first singular appeared in I in both sets, but had not been acquired by the

last tape. The first plural appeared and was acquired in IV. The third

plural appeared in X, although it was required and not used in VIII.,

In the periphrastic
future, the firSt singular appeared in I and was

acquired in II. The third singular was used
"inappropriately" only in I, and

"apprupriately" in VIII, acquired in IX. The first plural appeared and was

acquired in VI.

In the future indicative tense, the only person present was the third

Singular; which was used only ante, in XI.

The imperative singular form appeared initially in I, And was acquired

in IV.

CriartkrashcWs the order of appearance and acquisition of the verb

forms in his system.

harts

The order of acquisition doeS not coincide with the order,of appearance.

As an illustration of this point, the imperative .appeared
in I, when he was

28 months old, but was not acquired until he was 29 milths old. The first

singular present indicative appeared
from the first tape, but had not been

aired by the last tape. Of the 15 forms that were included in Adrian's

system, only 7 had been acquired by the last tape.

For Adrian, in the tenses he used fran'the first tape on present,

preterit and SubjunCtive
present); the first and third singular persons appeared

simultaneously, or the first singular appeared initially( periphrastic future).
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CHART VIII

ORDER OF APPEARANCE AND ACQUISITION OF ADRIAN'S VERB FORMS

Age Tabe Order Of-altnearance
Order of-acquisition

(months)
Imperativ4

Third _singular present

First :Singular present Second singular preterit

Third singular present Third singular preterit

First singular preterit
Second singular preterit
Third singular, preterit

29 I First singular' periphrastic
future

Third singular Subjunctive
present

First plural perip rastic

29: future
First plural present

First plural present
First plural periphrastic future

30 IV
Imperative

31 VI Third plural preterit

32 VIII Third singular periphrastic
future

33 IX
Third singular periphrastic

future,

-35 X Third plural preterit

36 XI Third singular future indicative



When we analyze the order of acquisition; however, we observe that the third

singUlar person was the type of form initially acquired (present and preterit

indicative, andd(periptrastiC fUture).
The first singular person was not

acquired in any of the tenses in which itsappeared (present, preterit indica-

tive; periphrastic future and sUbjunotive present).
HoweVer, the first plural

persons which appeared,wemsativently
acquired ( present and periphrastic

future). The third plural persons, although used, were not acquired (present

and preterit).

ANALYSIS OF "ERRaRS"

Chart IX lists the "errors" made by Adrian; The fOrm mast frequently

used -inal4ropriate"
contexts was the third tingularpresent indicative

which suggests that-this is a basic form. It was. used insteed of the iMpera=

tive, first singular and rural present; third plural present, first singular

preterit, and first singular periphrattio futpre and 8ubjunctive present.

The other fornit used 'inappropriately"
were the third singular-present

subjunctive, preterit and ptrastic future; the first singular present,

preterit periphrastic future and present subjUhttive;
the...imperative; the

first plural present and the third plural present and present subjunctive.

--=-"hart I

An analysis of this chart
reveals"that of the instances in which a

third singular form was used, the first "error" to appear involTed these

formt, and that it was the person used most frequently instead of other formt.

In addition, alncst all the forms present in Adrian's system were used in

"inappropriate" contexts.

COMPARISON OF SPCNTANEOUS AND REPtulTIONS sErs

Table 12 compares the accuracy index of the total verb syttanwith

that of the verbs in the spontaneous and repetitions sets. These differences

are illustrated in Figure 5.

Table 12
---Tigure 5 ---

ra
v .;



Form used

Third Singular present

Third singular preterit

Third singular
present

Third singular
future

CHART IX

ADRIAN'S "ERRORS"

Form required

-First singular present (SR)

-Third plural_laz-esent
(SR)

14-erative (SR)

-Third plural subjunctiVe present (5)

sirgular preterit (5)

First plural present (S)

FirSt singular periphi-as-tic
futuz-e (S)

First singular
subjunctive present (S)

-= a First singular
preterit (SR)

$-e-ccndsingular preterit
(5)

Third plural preterit (SR)

subjunctive-

First singular periphrasti

-----*Imperative (SR)

future (R)

periphrastic ---may Firtt singular periphrastic
future (SR)

Third singular present (SR)

Imperative
(S)

Third singular preterit (S)

First singular periphrastic future (R)

Firtt singular present

First singular subjunctive

-present

First Singular periphrastic
Third singular per

future

First singular_ present
(R)

Irlivei.ative
(SR)

FirSt singular preterit

First plural present

Third plural present

Third plural subjunctive

present
Irrperative

Third Singular
preterit (SR)

*FirSt plural preterit (R)

Imperative (S)

First plural preterit (S)

Third singular present (S)

Third singular present (5)

First singular present (S)

"First singular
preterit (5)

future- (SR)



'ME 12

CO4PAPISON cr
SPCMANEttlg A r TIM VERB 54ISTEMS

T-AP-E

II III IV VII VIII IX x

TCVAL Verb fixing
134 157 77 38

"krpropriate"
106 139 56 36_

Percentage
79.1 88.5 72.7 94.7

195
189_

96.9

289 290 233 292 253 232

281 273 217. 281_ 248 22f

96.2 94.1 93.1 96.2 98.0 95.2

SPCVMEOUS verb forms 110

"AppropriAte"
90

Percentag0J
81.8

131

119

90.8

75

54

72.0

35

34

97.1

164

158

96.3

218

213

96.3

253

242

95.6

194

180_

92.7

231

222

96.1

208

205

98.5

186 `
178

96.2

I11..=YMM.........
REPEITTICNS Verb forms 23 26 2 3 31 71 37. 39 61 45 46

"Appropriate"
16 20 2 2 31 68 31 _37 59 43 43

Percentage
69.5 76,9 100 66.6 100 957 83.7 94.8 96.7 95.5 93.4

Total verb forms 134 157 77 38 195 289 290 233 292 2E,3 232

Stanus 110 131 75 35 164 218 253 194 231 208_ 186

pOrcentage
82.1 83.4 97.4 92.1 84.1 75.4 87.2 83.3 79.1.82,2 80.1

Repetitims
23 26 2 3 31 71 37 39 61_ 45_ 46

percentage
17.9 16.6 2.6 7.9 15.9 24.6 12.8 16.7 20.9 17.8 19.8



ACCOgy of Ole SoRti AatiA0

Total ----

Spolittkritok5
.........
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Neoan observe that the accuracy index of the repetitions setis.lower

in 7 of the tapes; and higher only in 4 tapes. The mean
accuracy indek for

the set of repetitions is 88.4%; the mean for the spontaneous adtis 92dA.

This differenCe was statistically significant
(tir=2.772, p. .01)

Chart X

in both sett.

l
shows the order of acquisition and appearance of the forms

=Chart 3c

Throughout the tapes; the set of spontaneous
formS was more datiplex

than that of repetitiont
it had 13 farms; whereat the set of repetitions

inclUded 12. The forms
Present in both sets were the imperative;

first and

third singular and firtt paural preterit
indicative, the firtt, second and

third singular
preterit; the first and third singular and first plural peri-

phrastic, future; and the third singular subjunctive iretent. The

forMt present Only in the spontaneous Set were the third pIut-al present and

preterit. The form present only as a repetition was the third singular

future indidative;
which was used only in the latt.tape.

Of the forms present in bath sets; the majority appeared initially

in the spontaneous' set (second and third singular
preterit, first singular

7 periphrattic future; third:singUlar
periphrastic future,

and third Singular

sUbjunctive
pretent),:ohly 2 appeared initially as repetitions (first plural

present and periphrastic fut4d).

In terms. of the acquitition of forms, the spontaneous set was more

corrpleX. It had 8 forms, whereas
in the set of repetitions, only 5 forms

had been aaquired. The forms acquired ally in the spontaneous set were the

third singular
preterit and firSt and third singular periphrastic future.

Hawaver, more forms were aoquired initially as repetitions: The third

singuaar present
was the only 'form acquired initially inothe taneous

set, whereas the first plural preterit and periphrastic
futur and the,

second singular preterit were acquired initially as repeti ors.

S

A discussion of each form follows.

o



CHPaRT X

ORDER OF APPEARANCE AND ACQUISITION OF SPONTANEOUS AND

REPETITIONS VERB FORMS IN ADRIAN

ORDER OF APPEARANCE

Aqe Tape -Spontaneous
(months/

29 I Imperative
First singular present
Aird singular present
First singular preterit
Second singular preterit
Third singular preterit
Third singular subjunctive

ReoetitiOns

Imperative
First singular present
Third singular present
First singular preterit

29

30

31

31

32

33

35

36

present
First singular periphrastic

future

First plural present
First plural periphrastic

future

II First plural present

V First plural periphrastic
future

Third singular preterit

VI Third plural present Second singular preterit

VIII Third singular periphrastic
future

IX
First singular periphrastic

future
Third singular periphrastic

future

Third plural preterit Third singular subjunctive
present

XI
Third_singular future

indicative



Age- .
Tape

CHART X (COntinued)

ORDER OF ACQUISITION

SicItaneous
Repetitions

(months)
29

29

30

.31

31

32

32

33

I Third singylar present

II First singular periphrastic
future

First plural present
First plural periphrastit

future

IV ImperatiVe
ImperatiVe

First plural periphrastic
futUre

VI Firtt plural present Second singular preterit

VII Setondsingulat preterit
Third singular preterit

VIII
Thirdsintlar present

IX Third singular periphrastic future



ACQUIRED IN 15071-1 SETS

Third-singular present = This form appeared on both sets froth

tape I On. It was initially acquired spontaneously in I, in the repetition

set in VIII. The majority of the "errors" involved this form, both in terms

of frequency and diversity. It was used instead of the imperative, first

singular and third plural present in both the spontaneous and repetition sets.

Spointaneously it was also used instead of the first plural present; first ;

singular Pretefit, first singular periphrastic future; first similar and

third plural slibjUhctive present. The forms used instead of it were the

third singular present in bbith sets and the third plural present and present

Subjunctive in the spontaneous set.

Third-sdnauIar preset

Ad: No prende

(I:10)

A. Late es et tuyo?

(rA)A:1: Este et rnio

(VII:270)

/It doesn't work./

/Is this yours?

/This is Mind/

(

First- singular
present-instead of third singular present

Ad: Eche agues echa piscina /It throws Waterr, thrOWS at pool./

* Ad: ,-Viste? Ague solo ague. /Did you see? It 'era./ water./

(VI:98)

Third plum present instead-of
third singular present

Ad: Que yo, ay, por ells

Ad: Ay, por ells

*Ad; Al monito ester cog

(VIII:402)

/That I, laih; for her/

/0h; for her/'

/The monkey it take./

I u

(.03



Imperative- This form appeared from I on in both sets. It was

acquired simultaneously in both sets in IV. It was used instead of the first

singular present and preterit in the spontaneouS Set.

The forms
used,instead of it were third singular present and sub-

junctive preSent, first singular present and subjliiictive present in both sets

and the first singular preterit in the spontaneous set.

Imperative

Ad: Mira que lindo!

(IV:35)

M: Dimela

(rA)Ad: tdmela

(II:118)

Third singular _present

Vamos a Donerlo aqui

Ad: Si

Ly ester?

*(rE)Ad: Pone alli

/Look how pretty'/

/Give it to me./

/Give it to me./

instead of imperative

/Let's put it here/

/Yes/

/And this one ?/

/'utS it there./

.First-sincular
subjunctive Present instead-of-imperatiVe

Ad: Pdrtelo

*Ad: Pirtelo tII, rerta

(1:336)

Ad: Si, Pica

4Que siento aqui?

* Ad: Me rice, levante

(11:165)

/(YOu) cut it./

/You cut it you, that you cut./

/Yes; itches/

/What do I feel here?/

/It itches, (that you) get up/

4f-



First sihOular preterit-instead-Of-irrrerdtiVe

Ad: ILlame Maine:

Ad: TLIame

11:121) f'

/Called Elaine:/

/Called Elaine!/

Firat-sinoulat-nresent
instead of imterative

*A 4n Pantalla ponoo

ipantalla'qUe?

Ad: Pam& la pantalla

(1:233)

//Put earring./

what?/

/Put me the earring./

Firtt-sinouldrAoresent
instead of imiberative

* Ad: LlaMn (temanda a /(I) call./

llanar)

* Ad: Llamo al barco
/(l) cell the ship./

(7111:329)

Third sinoular presser subjunctive instead-of imperative

Ad: Ye esti
/It's ready./

eque?
/Wbat ?/

*Ad: Levante
/That rcu get up./

Ah, que me evante
/Ch, that I get up/

Ad: Si, pica
/Yea, itches/

(11:163)

A: Dile gue se Pere

(rS)Adt Pare

(11 :233)

/Tell it to stand up/

/Stand up/

Third- simular-present-sublunctiVa-instead-of-

ifnPeratiVe

*Ad: Pinte tu, ti
/That you paint, you/

(VII: X562)

I (.1,-,/



6 4,

First-- 'Ibis form appeared initially and was acquired

as a repetition in II. V 4lopeared and was acquired in the spantaneous set in

VI. In the spontaneous set it was used instead of the first plural preterit

and the third singular priett was used instead of it.

First ua-.'-gerl-t

Ad: Vamos a aOri

P4 Ofonde est4 rerni?

Ad: No se

(rA)Ad: ;Vamps at- 33 playa?

(IV: 4)

Ad: Vamps 01

(V1:42)

/Let's go to mart/

/Where is eam?/

/1 do not know./

/Are we going to the beadh?/

/Let's go over there/

Vnird sent instead of firms plural present

* Ad: Va Pestaile (catano)

* Ad: Va Pesia.ria

A: -Varros para. Cate°

(VII:196)

taneous set in 1 but wag a041.1ired in VII

on but was acquired first &21,1iVI. It was used in the spontaneous set instead

of the third singular preterit.

/We goes to Catero/

/We goes to Catarla

/Let's go to Catania

It appeared -initially in the span-

. As a repetition it appeared later

Ad: Viste aqua, echo agues

(V1:98)

A: 'La yiSte cart-Jay:1o?

(rA) A4:1:

(711:122)

/See water, poured water/

/Did you see her riiiiing?/

/Did (you) see?/



Third singular Preterit instead of second sir tar- preterit

*Ad: A naves, apace

Ad t Prendelo

(VI : 517)

/The keys (he) turn it off/

/Put it an/

First paural- periphrastic future = This form apsxmunad and was

acquired initially as a repetition in II; In the spontaneous set it appeared

and was acquired in V. It was always used when required.

. First plural periphrastic future

A: Varros a buscar la llave /We are going to look for the key/

Ad: Hugo° llave /I look for. the key/

(rA)Ad: Vamps a buses la llave /We are going to look for the key/

(II:181)

Ad: Vemos a iugar /We are going to play/

(V i136)

PRESENT IN HCTH SETS, ACQUIRED aNLY IN THE SPOWANECUS SET

preterit - It appeared initially in the sponta-

he-bus set: later on as a repetition in V. It.was acquiredin the spontaneous

set in VII. It was used instead Of the first singular preterit in both sets

and instead of the second singular preterit and third plural preterit in the

spontaneou$ set only;

The forms used instead of it were the first singular preterit in

both sets and the first singular pre-Sent in the spontaneouS set only.

Third-sinaular rreterit

Ad: Se arago,

(I:3)

/It turned off/



A: eSe cay6 ella solita? /Did she fall by herself?!

M: iQud blandita es la a= /livw soft ii the sand:/
;

renal Lverdad?

(rA)Ad: Civiroomontafia
/Th9 mountain fell/

(V:192)

First. singular preterit instead-of-third sinoular-preterit

*A,: TAy: Fue

( a:43)

A: Adrian

A: zNo

* (rC) Ad: Eh, no oani

(D 182)

se cay6 /Oh: It was that it fell/

/Adtidn

/Did he eat?/

/th, I did not eat!

First tinoular
present-instead of third-sinoular Preterit

iA donde se fue?

*Ad: Meto

(VI:401)

/Where diJ he go to?/

/I put it into/

First
simpler-periphrastic-future - It appeared initially sponta-

neously in I and was acquired in II. Asa repetition it appeared in IX although

it had been required and not used in. It was used instead of the third sing-

Ular periphrastic
future in the spontaneous set. The third singular periphrastic

future was used instead of it in both sets and the third and first Singular

present only in the spontaneous
set and the third singular

Subjunctive present

only as a repetition.

Fipt singular
periphrastic future

Ad: Vov a atrir la puerta /I am gcdng to open the door./

(11:80)



A: Vamps a ccrnprar leche?

Ad: Horita, hprita

(rD)Ad: Vamps alli, Elaine

a yov a catprar

Oa: 459)

/Are we going to buy milk?/

/Later, later/

/Let'sgo there Elaine; I am

going to buy/

-Third singular-periphrastid
future-instead of first-singular

peeiPbrastic future

future

A: Ay, mire

* Ad: Va esconder

A: LA quien?

Ad: Yo

(VIII:155)

i..115 la vas-a pintar
con crayola?

*(rB)Ad: Pero, pero, pero va

a pintar un, trio, con
los reyes.

(XI:124)

/Oh, look/

/It is going to hide/

/Who?/

/I/

/Are you going to paint it with

crayolaV

/But; buti but.. I goes to paint

one, pie, with the killgs./

Third singular present instead of first molar _periphrastic

*Ad: Yo a tare .ma foto

(XE:400)

1 t_d

/1 takes a picture./



future

fut.ure

First singular Present-instead of first-singular periphrastic

A: ;Vas a-domprar an

*(rE)Ad: Comm°

(I:176)

/Are you going

/I buy/

buy bread?!

Third-singular present-instead of first-singular periphrastic

A: 4T6 lo p7-tet?
/Will you cut it?/

Ad: Si
/Yes/

eQue tu 1.188 a pacer? /What are you going to do?/

*(rE)Ad: Azad=
/To cut/

(w :283)

76'

Third-sincplar
periphrastic future == It appeared; used Only "inap-

propriately" in I in the spontaneous set. It was used "appropriately" in VIII

and acquired in IX. As a repetitionit
appeared in IX but was used only "inap=

propriately" in X2. It was used instead of the first singular periphrastic

future in both sets and thit same fora! was used instead of it in the spontaneous

set.

Ad: Te vaa-cantar
/It is going to sing fcc you/

(IX:48)



Otnien va-a'-oantar?
/Who is going to sing?/

Ad: Ahi /Over there/

(rA) Ad: Te-va-a cantar ahi //t is going to sing for you

over there./

JIX:11)

FRE.SENT IN Eani SETS, Ncd ACQUIRED IN =ER

7/

First singular present = It appeared in both\setsfram I on.

Its accuracy ranged from 33.3% in VII to°100% in NI in the set of repetitions

and from 58.6% to 100% in XI in the spontaneout Set. In the cast two tapes

the accuracy in both sett Was 100% which seems an indication that\it is

reaching acquisition. It was used instead of the third singular present

bOth sets; instead Of the first singular periphrastic futUre as a repetition

and of the imperative and third singular preterit in the Spontaneous set only.

The forms used instead of it were the third singular present in both sets and

the first singular
subjunctive present as a repetition, an

the spontaneout set.

imperative in

4
Ad: Tengo suCio en la mono /I have dirt in my hand/

(1:13)

A: LTh vas?

(rD) Me mr

(1:280)

/Are you going?,

/I go/



I:resent

214rdpIarpretent-instead of first singular-present

* Ad: Quienemango, auiere /1 want mango/

A: erd quIeres mango? /Do you want mango?!

Ad: mangq. /Mango/

(1:332)

eru lc cartes?

Ad: No,

Pa Yo ague?

* (r13) Ad: Lo parte yo

(1:341)

/10o you cut it?

/No, me

/Me, hat?/

/Me cuts it/

First-singular subjunctive present instead of first singular

_ _ _
eru aguantat esto?

*(rE)Ad: Yo aguante esto

(11:149)

/Do you hold this?!

/I told this/

Firsts ingular preterit - It appeared it both sets from type i

on. Its use varied f r o m being a l w a y s used as required, used only "inapropria-

tely", to not being used as required in both sets. In the last two tapes its

.accuracy was 100% in both sets,an indication that it seems to be reaching

acquisition. It was used instead of the third singular preterit in both sets

and of the'first plural preterit as a repetition, and instead of the imperative

Spontaneously. The forms used instead of it were the third singular'preterit

in both sets, and the incerative and third singular present in the spontaneous

set only.

A: euiste-al cohnado? /Did you go to the market?!

(rD)Ad:* Si, f u i al c o l m ad o
/Yes, I went to the market/

(I:166)

Adi Nade

(1:451)
ti

1 1

/I Swain/



Third -s-irtjular preterit in-ft-dad-of first sirkfular-joreterit

A lQue te peso Adrian? /What happeObd, Adrian?!

*Ad: Que me cavil /That me fell/

(I:162) ;

LQue 1a despertd?

Ad: Asi, uh, despert6

Ad: Ah, desperte

*(rB)Ad: Ah, despert6

(vII:193)

/What Woke her up?/

/Like that7 woke up/

/Ch,, I woke up/

.
/0h, she woke up/

limperative4nsad of first tincular preterit

P4 eYesto de quidn es?

* Ad: Adrian, Crenelo

(IX:385)

/And what is this?!

/Adrian (you) eat it/

Third singular reSent-instead of firtt-sincular preterit

*Ad: Me caycS

(IV:44)

/(I) hie fell/

PRESENT ONLY IN SPCNTANECUS SET

Third-singular presetat-sublunctive .1 It appeared initially i9 the

Spontaneous set in I, but from then on was used only "inaPPropriately".
As a

repetition, it was also used only "inappropriately". It was used instead of

the imperative in both sets, arid instead of the first singular periphrastik

future aS' a repetition.

Ad: Dile'que carte
!Tallberto sing/

(I:6)

Third 75111ral-PreSellt- it appeared initially in VI and frcrn then

on was used ythen required in the majority of the instances,
lever it was

not acquired. As a repetition it was required but not used. it was used

Ill



instead of the third singular present. The \forms used instead of it

were the third tingular present in both sets and the,third singular

preterit in.the spontaneous_ set only.

Ad: 7Ay!, mira estin du*
miendo

(VI: 194)

/Look, they are sleeping/

TDird plural- -present instead-Of-third sinciulerpiesent

*Ad: A monito estin cogen

(VII: 402)

(

/Ah, the monkeys are taken/

Third sinoular-Oresent instead-Of-third plural-present

I

A: aPara qui es esto Adriin?

Ad: Por ahi, por ahi sale
los retratos

(XI: 417)

iA: Ettin durmiendo

(rC)Ad: Estes durmiendo

(VI: 195)

r

/What is this for, Adriin?

/Through there, throUgh there

the pictures comes out/

/They are sleeping/

/Ilisleeping/

Third plural preterit. - It was used appropriately"

initially in X, and used in some of the instances in which it was

required in XI. It had initially been required but4lot used in VIII.

110



A: ere la camistes?

Ad: Acabaron

(K:385)

/bid you eat them?!

/r hey are gone/

Third singular preterit-instead of third plural preterit

Ad: Las pepitas /rhe s /

A: tbOnde ettgn las pepitas? /Where ate the seedt?/

* Ad: Se fue /Its gone/

(VIII :22)

PRESENT CNLY IN SET CF REPETITIONS

Third singular future-irldicative - It appeared only once, as a

repetition in XI.

Ad: LIU saber qui& es
Michel?

I A: Fib! Nuidn es Michel?

Una, tma amiguita mia

A: a donde estg to ami-

gUita?

(rD)Ad: Seri asi, otro dia me
va a ensefiar los jugue-

tes

(XI:383)

FORMS REQUIRED. BUT NOT USED

/Do you kn6i4Who Michel is?!

/No, who is Michel?/

/A, a friend of mine./

/And..where is your friend?/

lit will be,. another day that,

she will show me the toys/

Firstp.ural preterit- was required as h repetition in X,

in the spontaneous set in Xi. The forms used instead of it were the first

singular preterit as a repetition, and the first Angular present sponta=

neously.

First plural present instead of first-plural preterit

* Ad: Si, perci, pero, Pero
/Yes, but, but, but -;ast night

anoche vamos a la playa we go to the beach/

(XI:88)



First-singular preterit instead-of first plural-Treterit

Pa LAnodhe fuiste a la /bid you go to the mountain yester-

tontaiia?. day/

Ad: Si /Yes!

A: LY qu6 tuhiciste en
And, that did you do in the mountain?/

la montafia?

(re)Ad : Si, td, yo, fui y papa /Yes, you, I , went and daddy./

(X5E:331)

FORMS USED ONLY "INAPPROPPETATELY"

First tingularsubiunctive.tresent - It appeared in both sets

in Ittsed
"inapprcpriatelyn- Fri then on, it was required but not used and

used only "inappropriately ". The form used instead of it Was the third sing-

ular present. It was used instead of the imperative in both sets, and instead

of the first singUlar present as a repetition.

present

Present

Third_singuIar present-instead
of first singular sublInctiVe

4. Ad: Que no to dispara /That it does not fire/

(X:304)

First singular subjunctive present instead of inTerative

*Ar3: Monta aqui, nonte /Climb here, that (1) climb/

(V:258)
40

First singular sublunctivepreSent
instead of fist singular

M: Z aauantas esto?

(rE)Ad: Yo aauante esto

(11-149)

/Do you hold it?!

/.1 (that) hold this/



77

Third plural subjunctive present - It was used only "inappropria-

tely" in the spontaneous -set in VII, although it had been required and not used

in II. The form used instead of it was the third singular present,. and it was

used instead of this same form.

Third singular present instead of third plural-sutdunctive present

A: Adrian eque hago?

* b cae (que no
las eche ahi)

(II=19)

/Adrian, what should I do?/

/1t won't fall (that I dont put

them there)

Third plural present sublUnctive-instead of third plural present

A: Eh la nueva escuela que
vam6s a bacer, vtmos a
terser un mural bien lindo
hecho por los nifios

*Ad: que nifio esten

(V11:285)

/In the new school that we will
build, we will have a very pretty
mural, made by the children,'

/That children will be

DIFFERENTIAL INFLUENCE OF REPLIITICNS

Table 13 lists separately the frequency for each category of the

repetitions. Figure 6 .illustrates the trend of "inappropriate" repetitions. When

-v& coMbine the "inappropriate" repetitions (B,C and E) their percentage had

an increasing trend up to tape VII at which point it decreased.

----Table

Figure 6

"APPROPRIATE" REPEITTICKS

Positive influence (A) - This type of repetitions occurred in

the majority of the for Adrian repeated. It included the imperative, the

first and third singular present, first plural present and secoAd and third

singular preterit, the first and third singular periphrastic future and the

first plural periphrastic future. The positive influence is more evident in



TABLE 13

TYPE CF REPErITICNS BY PDRIAN

Tyra a titicn IV V VI V-11-17 II DC X XI

Positive influence (A)
perceiitage

.

6
24.0

13
50.0

2
100

2
66.7

27
87.1

47
63.5

26
72.2

18
54.5

44
72.1

28
63.6

18
40.0

Negative' influence (13) 0 5 0 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 0

percentage 0 19.2 0 33.3 0 0 11.1 0 0 0 0

systemBripervicusness cf (0 6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 3

percentage 24.0 0 0 0 0 1.4 0 0 3.3 0 6.7

ring knowledge 03) 12 7 0 4 24 5 13 15 14 24

percentage 48.0 26.9 0 12.9 32.4 13.9 39.4 24.6 31.8 53.3

No influence (E) 1 1 0 2 1_ 2 0 2 0

percentage 48.0 26.9 0 0 2.7 2.8 6.1 0 4.5 0

"Appropriate" (A+10) 18 20 2 2 31 71 31 31 59 42 42

percentage 72.0 76.9 100 66.7 100 95.9 86.1 93.9 96.7 95.4 93.3

late" (B4C+E) 7 6 0 1 0 3 5 2 2 2 3

Ina
Pem 28.0 23.1 0 33.3 0 4.1 13.9 6.1 3.3 4.5 6.7



it-Mb ate it.
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the first plural present and periphrastic future, which appeared initially as

this type of. repetition.

Thitd-singular present See V21:270, page 63

imperative ZeeII.:118, page 64

First plural-Present - See IVA, page 66

Second singular preterit - See V21:122, page 66

First plural-periphrastic-future - See 11:181, page 67

Third Singular preterit See V:192, page 68

Thirdl-singular
periphrastic future - See IX:11,page 71

Fitt
knowledge(D)=This type of repetition occurred in most of

the farms present in the repetition sets. These include the imperative, first

and third Singular and third plural present, first; second and third singular

preterit; first singular periphrattic
future, third singular subjunctive present

and third singular future indicative. This last form it difficult to explain

as it had not appeared either
tpontaneousIy cr as a positive influence type of

repetition.

First singular
periphrastic future - See 1X:459, page 69

First-sinoular
present - See 1:280, page 71

First singular
pmterit - See 1:166, page 72

Third singular future indicative = See XI:383, page 75



"INAPPROPRIATE" REPETITIONS

NegatiVe influence (B) - This type of "error" occurred with the

Eirst singular instead of the third singular present; the first Sing-

,

liar subjunctive presehtiinstead Of the imperative; the third singular

periphrastic future instead of the fiktt singular periphrastio future,

the third Singular preterit
instead of the first singular present and

the third singular subjunctive present
instead of the imperative.

All of these " errors" were also made spontaneously.

Third singular present_ instead of_first
singular present - See

C:341, page 72

First tingular_preterit-instead
of third singular-preterit -

See IX:182 page 68

Third _singular
periphrastic- future instead _of first_s_ingular

periphrastic future. See X1:124, page 69

Imperviousness of the system (C)- This type of "error" occurred

With the third singular instead of the first singular present; the

third singular
instead of the first plural present, the first instead

of the third singular preterit, the third singular present instead of

the third plural present and the (first Singular
instead of the first

plural preterit. These
"errorS",\with the exceptionOf

the last one

AlSo occurred in the spontaneous set.

First singular instead of
_the third-singular present - See

VII:160, page

Third_singular
subjunctive present inttead_of

imperative - See

11:235, page 65

Third Singular present instead of -third plural- present - See

VI:195, page 74

Third singular preterit instead_of_first
plural preterit - See

X1:331, page 76



Third singular present-instead of first-singular present See

1:341, page 72

First singular preterit instead of first plural preterit = See

XI:331, page 76

No influerices (E)- This was the most diverge type of "error" fOr

Adriin. It is also the type of "error" that occurred more frequently only as

a repetition. These include the third singular subjunctive present instead

of the firtt singular periphrastic
future,- the first singular present instead

Of the first singular periphrastid
future and the first singular subjunctive

present instead of the first singular present. The other "errors" of thit type,

appeared spontanedUtly, were with the third singular present instead

of the third plural present and the irtperative, and the third singular sUbjunc=

tive present instead of the imperative.

Third Sir ular present instead of imperative - See page 64

es

Third singular present instead Of first singular- periphrastic

futures See V1:283, page 70

First-Sinoular
presett,instead of first-singular periphrastic

future - See 1:176, page 70

First singular subjunctive present
instead of first singular

present - SeeII:149. page 72

Third singular present instead of tlard plural esent - See

V7:195, page 74
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SUMMARY OF ADR/AN'S VERB SYSTEM DEVS.,OPMENT

During the 8 months in which Adrian's speech was taped; his verb system

developed from one utiphindluded 9 forms in 5 tenses to one Which had 14 forms

in 6 tenses. His system at the initial taping was quite complex; the only

tense which was subsequently added was the future indicative, which was

only used once 1 him, in the last tape.

In the tenses be used initially, the first and third Singular person

forms were indlUded in the present and 'preterit, the first singular in the

periphrastic future, and the third singular in the subjunctive present.

Adrian's systeM was complex: however, its accuracy wasthe lowest

fOr the children taped.- His tytteM included many "errors", bdth in terms

of diversity (29 types overall) and in terms of frequency. Almost all

Of the forms he used "appropriately" he also used "inapprOpriately"; at

least once.

In comparing the spontaneout and repetitions sets, we find that the

spontaneous set is more complex, both in terns of forms present and

acquired; that more forms were introduced in the spontaneout set; and that

the majority of the "errors" occurred only in the spontaneous set. 'Mit,

,.however, needs to be interpreted in view of the frequency of the repetitions,

as overall Adrian was the child whose set of repetitions was smallest.

4

The set of repetitions, boWever, was significantly lest accurate,

andmore forms were acquired initially in the set of repetitions, although

2 forms were initially introduced as repetitions. Thurt, even if he did

not repeat verb forms very frequently, he was more likely to make "errors"

utile repsatingverbt, and the repetitions also served for him to acquire

forms initially in this system.

Adrian was thelPhild to f011OwCannie in terms of Complexity of

the verb syttem both in terms of forms present and acquired, and in age.



VIII
ANALYSIS OF JAVIER'S VERB SYSTEM

Javier's speech was taped for 11 montht. The data analyzed

included 24 tapes; made at more frequent intervals. He was 29 months

old when we first taped his speech. By the last tape he was 39

months old.

GENERAL INFORMATION ON VERBS

So.ne general information about the utterances and verbt included

in the analysis is summarized in,Table 14. Table 15 illustrates the

,

pattern of deVelopment of the verbt Javier used, taking into consid-

eration whether the verbs were present in his spontaneous and/or

repetitions sets. Table 14 -=

-- Table 15

In Javier we can obterve that his spontandoUs set is -more com-

plex; at it had six (6) additional forms. More forms appeared init-

ially spontaneously,
although more forms were initially acquired as

repetitions.

The complexity of hit verb systeM throughout the tapings in-

creased; from seven (7) type forms present in the fitSt tape to a

total of nineteen (19) forms (used and requited)
throughbut the last

taping, and one form which had been contextually
required. but not

used.

The three moods were present: imperative, subjunctive and

indicative. In the
imperative, only the singular form was used. In

the indicative, the present, preterit, periphrastic future and im-

perfect were used. In the subjunctive, only the present tense was

used. The pattern of appearance and acquisition of forms, by tense,

follows.

In the present indicative tense the third singular wasused in

I and acquired in VIII. The firtt singular was used in I; but had

not been acquired by the lett tape. The first plural appeared and
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TABLE 14

GENERAL /NFCRMATICN CN
VERBS PNALYZED IN jpv/ER

T A P-E
III- IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII XIII XIV )(V XVI

56 175 33 34 135 126 113 207 294 262 95 245 205 335

19 76 II 13 58 66 48 III 182 117 24 132 101 154

19 76 11 13 58 66 48 111 182 117_ 24 142 101 154

94.7 97.4 90.9 100 91.4 95.2 100 99.1 57.8 94.0'100 w.0 98.0 98.1

0 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 l' 0

4 5 8 6 7w 9 10 1 11 7 9 10 12
4

0 2 0 0 1 0 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0

649

317
305
96.2

16
14
14
0
0

526

260
254
97.7

8
10
10

1

0

331

150
146

12
12
0
1

345

137
135

5

13
12

0
0

175

60
59

10
10

0
0

169

9S
94 ,

II
11

0
0

131

75
75

100

1
8
8
0
0

454

189
185
97.9

I
15

0
15

0

4

13U 4
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TABLE IS

DWELCFMENT CF JAVISI'S VERB SYSTEM

T- P E
-n- In N v VI VII viii IX X ---X XII XIII X:P/ XV XVI XVII XV---Tilf.X )0L

_

91 91 (S)R S 91 S SR SR 91 SR 91 S S2 91 SR 91 91 91 SR SR S SR 91

litetive
NO* R SR S SI SR 91 SR SR SR S SR 91 SR St St SR SR SR S(R) SR SR M St SR

Naar S(R) S 9 SR S S SR_ S(R) 91 S 91 SR 91 91 91 91 SR SR SR St 91 SR 91 S

al (S) - (II) 91 -S S 5_s_s SR R S S

al S t i t S S R R S R - - SnR S S (R)' - rat (S) IR S = S

dialtive

ur
al
al

S - S - S SR S S SR SR SR SERI 91 S (S)R SR 91 91 91 91 91 SR 91

- (1) R (S) 91 - S S S S s 91 SiR 91 -

S(R) SR S S S (S) 9t S R 91 9 SiR - S S S 91 S s S S SR - 91

(S) s - S

- oR - - iR S - S S (S)R - - - S S



was acquired in VII, from that tape on it was alwaya used as required:

The third plural appeared in I and was
acquired in XXI.

In the preterit indicative, the first Singular appeared in

and was acquired in The third Singular also appeared in I and

was acquired earlier; Ii.VI. The second singular appeared and was

acquired in IV; Of the plural persons, the first appeared and was

acquired in XIV; the third appeared in XI and was acquired in XVII.

7

In the periphrastic future tense, the first Singular appeared

and was acquired in I. The fit-St
plural appeared and was acquired

in X. The third singular appeared and was acquired in XVII.

In the imperfect indicative tense; the first persOn to appear

was the first Singular, "inappropriately"
in VII and "appropriately"

from XII on. The third singular appeared in XI. The third plural

was required, although he did not use it, once, in XVI.

In the SubjunctiVe present tense; the third singular person

appeared initidlly,_used only "inappropriately".
in II, and was used

"appropriately" in VI. The firat singular appeared in XXII. The

third plural appeared only once, in XXIII.

Chart XI shows the order of appearance and acquisition of the

verb forms in Javier's system.

-- Chart XI -=

The.Order of acquisition does not cOincide with the order of

appearance, with some forms being acquired when they appeared initially,

and Other forms being usedi but not to the point of reaching acqui-

titian by the last tape. As an illustration of this p6int, we can

observe the deVelopment of the first Singular. It appeared in the

initial tape; when he was 29 months oldi but had not reached the

pot of being acquired by the last tape, made when he was 36 months

old. Of the 19 forms present in his system, only 11 had been acquired

by the last tape.

1 :3



CHART XI

ORDER OF APPEARANCE AND ACQUISITION OF VERB FORMS
IN JAVIER

Age Tape

2g I

Appearance
Acquisition --

?MR

Irperative:_
Firstsingular present
Third sinitIlaripresent
Third pltrAl present
First singular preterit
Third singular preterit
FirSt singular periphrastic
future

Imperative
First singular periphrastic
future

32

33

33

33

33

33

33

34

34

35

36

38

38

IV

VI

VII

VIII

X

XI

XII

}III

XVI

XVII

XX

XXII

XXIII

Second singular preterit
Third sin':ular subjunctive
present

Seond singular preterit

Third singular preterit

First plural present First plural present

Third singular present

First plural periphrastic
future

First plural periphrastic
future

Third plural preterit

Firtt plural preterit First plural preterit

First singular preterit

Third singular imperfect
indicative

Third singular periphrastic
future

Third plural preterit
Third singular periphrastic
future

First singular imperfect indicative

First singular subjunctive present

Third plural subjunctive present

134:



For Javier, in the tenses he used from the first tape on ,

(present and preterit indicatiVe), the first and third singular

appearedesimultanedUtly. The first singular appeared initially in

the periphrastic future, and the third singular in the subjunctive

present and imperfect indicative. In these last two tenses, the

first and third singular- forms are morphologically identical.

In teris of acquisition of forms, however, in both the present

and preteritibifidicative, the third singular person was the form ac-

quired initially.

13j



ANALYSIS CF THE "ERR '

In general; Javier's syttet Was quite accurate. Thut, there are

relatively few "errors", both in terms of type of "errors" 541-, in the

frequency in which they appear. Chart:CII lists the "errors" made by

Javier. 0

--Chart XI L--

AS With the other children, the forms most freqUently generalized to

other forms were third singular persons; In fact, in all of the tenses he

used, this person, was generalited to other persons. The Most frequent

nerrcr" was the use of the third singular instead of the first singular

present form; which is consistent with the fin&ngs for the other childter.

The third tingtlar present person was the form used more fre40ently instead

of other persons, inclUding the imperative;' the first singula- present, and

the third plural present in both the spontaneous and repetitions set, and

instead of the third singular subjunctive present as a repetition.

The other forms used instead of other forms were the third plural

present and preterit, the first singular present and the first singular

imperfect indicative.

In Javier ue can observe that there were various "errors" in which

both forms involved were usejl instead Of the other; For example, the

third tingular present was Uted instead Of the firtt singular and third

plural present, and the third singular SUbjunctive presents these three forms

were &SO used instead of the third singular present.

CCIVARISCO ECF SPCNTANEOUS AND REPETITICNS

Table 16 compares the accuracy of the total verb systEn with that of

the verbs in the spontaneous and repetitions sets. These differences are

illustrated in Figure 7.

Table 16 1111 F e 7



CHART XII

JAVIER'S "EFRCRS"

Form used
Form required

Third singular present

First singular present

---,Third plural present
singular subjunctive present

"Imperative

Third plural preterit

Third singular preterit First singular preterit

Third singular subjunctive------4 Imperative

present Third Singular present

First singular present
Third Singular present

Third pltral present
vImperative
.Third singular present

Thcrd singular imperfect
Third plural Incerfect indicative

indicative

Third singular periphraStic First singular periPhrastic future

fUture

Firtt singular imperfect
First singular preterit

indicative



1.0.1

TAN 16

CORRISCti JAVIBT'S MIMS NV REPEVIENS SYSTEMS

TAPE

I II rnry V VI VII VIII 11 X KI XXI XIII XvI MIXV/IIZX /Ca MIMI! )0aV

35 36 19 76 11 13 58 66 48 III 182 117 24 132

35 35 1t_74 10 13 53 63_ _48 110_ 178 110 24 128

100 97.2 94.7 97;4 90;9 100 91.4 95.5 100 99;1 97;8 94.0 100 97.0

101 154 317 260 75 IR 1 50 137' 54 95

_99'_ 151_ 304 254 75 105 146_ 135 9 94

98.0 98;1 96;2 97.7 100 97.9 97,3 9815 98.1 98.9

vomitus verb fano 30 23 15 59 10 10 43 63 38 94 139 91 14 109 86 137 278 214 65 159 118 106 43 al

"Afrniriste"
Ftrcentme

100 95.8 93.3 98.3 90.0 100 90.7 95.2 100 100 97.1 96.7100
96.3 98.8 98.5 96.0 97.8 100 97,5 100 98.5 97.8 98,8

30 22 14 58 __ 9 10 39 60 38 -94 _115 88 14 105 04 -135 _267 219 65 155 118 104 ._42 79

REPEITTICKS Verb fare

IP:relate
ktretie

11A1 verb fro

Spcntsim
perretke

ketIticre
Percetage

5 13 4 17 1 3 15 3 10 17 43 26

5 13 4 16 1 3 14 3 10 16 43 22

100 100 100 94.1 100 100 93.3 100 100 94.1 100 84.6

35 36 19 76 11 13 8 be 48 111 182 117

30 23 15 59 10 1C, 43 63 38 94 39 91

85.7 63.9 78.9 77.6 90.9 76.9 74.1 95.5 79.2 84.1 74.2 77.8

5 13 4 17 1 3 15 3 10 17 .43_ 26_

14.3 36.1 21.1 22.4 9.1 22,.1 25.9 43 203 15.3 25.8 212
_ .*ft.....

10 23 15 17 39 36. 10 30. 32 31 11 15

10 23 15 16 37 __35 10 30 28_ _31 _11 15

100 100 100 94.1 97.9 97.3 100 100 97.5 100 100 100

24 132 101 154 317 260 189 150 137 54 95

14109 _86 137 178 224 65 159 118 106 _43 10

58.3 82.6 85.0 89.0 87.7 86.2 86.7
841 78.7 77.4 79.6 84.2

10 23 15 17 39_i6. 10 30 32_ _31 11 15

41.7 17.4 14.9 11.0 12.3 13.3 153 15.9 21.3 22.6 20.4 15.8
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As mentioned before; Javier'S system was quite accurate. Tte total

verb system's accuracy
ranged from a loW of 90.9% in V to 100% in various

tapes; with the mean accuracy being 97.3%. The accuracy percentage of the

spontaneous and repetitions sets was equal in six of the tepes6axger in

the repetitions sets in 34 of the tapes, and larger in the spontaneous set

in only 6 of the tape...S. ;Ibis is markedly'different
froth/t o otter children

in whiCh the set of repetitionS was less accurate than thrspdntaneous set.

The mean accuracy for the repetiticht was 98.0%, for the spontaneous set

it was slightly lower, 97.4%. This was not a statistically significant

difference.

Chart XIIIshows the order of appearance and the order of acquisition

vcrb forms in both sets.

"Chart XIII--

ThroughoUt the tailings; the set of spontandOUs forms was larger than

the set of repetitions, bOth in terms of fans present and forms acquired.

In the spontandOus set; 15forms had appeared, Whereasin the set of repeti-

tiont there were only 13. The majority of the forms either appeared siMill=

taneously in both sets or appeared initially in the spontaneous set. The

third singular preterit and presentiand the imperatiVe Vertrforms appeared

simultaneously in both sets. The third and first plural' present, third plural

preterit; first singular preterit; and the first simular,and plural

periphrastic future appeared initially in the spontaneout set. The only forts

Which appeared initially as repetitions were the second singular preterit and

the firStsingularpreSent.

The comparison between the sets in terms of acquisition shows a different

pattern. Of the forms present in both sets,
the majority (6) were acquired

initially as repetitions (first,
Second arty third singular preterit, and third

singular And plural Present); whereas 3 were acquired initially in the

spontaneous set.(first singular and plural periphrastic future and third plural

present).

It should be noted that, in general, the percentage of verbt that Javier

repeated was low, ranging from a high point of 41.7% in XII to a low of 4.5%,

14 4,



CHART XIII.

ORDER OF APPEARANCE AND ACQUISITION OF SPONTANEOUS AND REPETITIONS

FORMS IN JAVIER

'Ace Tape

ORDER OF ACQUISITION

SpontaneoUt Repetitions

29

31

32

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

34

34

35

35

36

36

I

III

IV

VI

V7I

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

XIII

XIV

XVI

XVII

XVIII

XIX

XXI

First wingular periphrastic
future

_

Third singular present
Third singular preterit

Imperative

Second singular preterit

Third singular preterit

FirSt plural present First singular periphrastic
future

Third singular present

First plural present

First plural periphrastic
future

Second singular preterit

Firtt singular imperfect
indicative

First plural periphrastic
future

0
First singular preterit

First plural preterit

Third singular preterit

Third plural preterit
Third singular periphrastic
future

Third plural present

First singular present

Third pltiral, present

14
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ti

Tape

CHART XIII continued

ORDgR OF APPEARANCE

Svontaneous---

29 !Imperative
Third singular present
Third plural present
First singular preterit
Third 011tular preterit
First SiAgular periphrastic
future

29 II First singular present

32 IV Third singular ttbjunctive

presento

33

33 VII First plural present

33 IX

33 X First plural periphrastic
future

33 XI Sedondsingular_preterit
Third singular imperfect

indicative _

Third plUi101 preterit

33 XII Firtt singular imperfect

indicative

34 XIV Fiitt plural preterit

35 XVII Third singular periphrastic

future

36 XXI

Revetitiens_

Imperative
First singular present
Third singular.pretept
Third singular preterit

Second singular preteri\

Third singular subjunctive

Present

Third plural present
First Singular periphrastic
future
First singular preterit

First plural present

First plural periphrastic

future

Third plural preterit

Third Singular imperfect

indicative



CHART XIII continued

ORDER OF APPEARANCE

Atte ,Tape Soontameous

38 XXII First singular subjunctive
present

-RepetitiontH

38 XXIII Third_plural Subjunctive
present,

1,13



67;

with the mean being 19.2%

A discussion and warrples Of\each verb form present in his system

follows.

ACQUIRM 1.301}i SETS

Third tinoular Present - It appeared in both; in tape I it was

. acquired et a repetition in I and spontaneou.y in VIII. It was uSed as

required in the majority aE instance.t. In Javier We find that there are a

few instances in which this form was riot used as required, different fran the

other children. The forms used instead of it were the third singular Subjunc-

tiVe present and the first singular preSent, spontaneously. In the repetitions

set the third plura-..1 present wat used instead of it. As with the other children

this forrn vas used instead of most other forms: first Singular present, third

plural present and imperative on toth sets and instead of third singular math-

junctive present only as a repetition.

J: No se rompe

(I:47)

/(It) does not break./

S: Esto es un duke /This ib mnly./

(rA)J: Esto es un dulce. /This is a candy./
(1:20)

Third plural-present instead of third sinciular esent

Mira sate qua un carrito /Look, y01.1 know that a car are
son banter° firemen./

Third Singular subjunctive present, instead- of third sir-present

* J: Y a ti, no te falte /And to you, that it cbes mit ladk./

First sinmaar-present instead-of-third singular laresent

* J: A vamp° Palli

(V: 33)

/(I) cane father./



FirSt-loilural present- It appeared and was acquired initially in

the spontaneous set in VII.AA a repetition it appeared and was acquired in

IX. Fran then on it was always used as required.

First plural present

3: Ah, vamps /al: Let's go. /

(XI :245)

S: Y ahora, eQua hacemos? /And now, what do we do?/

(rPOJ: lQua hacemos?
/What do we do ?/

(IX:41)

Third plural present- It appeared initially in the spontaneous.

set in I. It was acquired spontaneously in XXI. As a repetition it appeared

initially in VII, althoUgh it had been required and not used in IV. As a

repetition it was acquired earlier in XVIII. The forms used instead of it

were the third singular present in both Sets. It was used instead of the

imperative in the spontaneout set and instead of third singular present as a

repetition.

J: Aqui estin los dulces /Here are the candies./

(1:35)

S: Ope quien son?

(rA)J: Son mios

(VII:128)

/Whose are they ? /

/They are mine,/

Third siixzular Present instead of third plural present

S: Lie duelen las ufiitas a mama? /Do the fingernailt hurt mcm?/

*J: Ise duele
/(It) hurts./

(TV:17)

First tincular-preterit
indicative -

- It

appeared initially in the spontaneous set and was acquired in XVI. Although



it appeared as a repetition in VII it was acquired in XIII before the sponta=

nevus..

sets.

Fran tape XVI on it.was always used as required.

The form used instead of it was the third singular preterit in both

First singular-preterit

.7: Gene-, cane yo

(XVI -315)

S: Traga la zanahaz-ia

(rD)J: Ya lo tragu

(VII:41)

/(I) wale wtri 1/

/Swallow the carrot./

/I swallowed it./

Third teritan instead of-first siriar t eterit

*3: Aqui me szlye?

(VIII:59)

/Here I fells./

Second singular- oreterit - It appeared initially as a repetition

in tape TV and was also acquired. In the spontaneousset it appeared and was

acquired in tape XI.

M: Y, Lpara qua td le

dij iste a ta :) riaryv

qua hay un papapo7..

(rA)J: dijiste con bele

(IV:73)

And;. utur you tell your brother

that there was a frog?!

/You said with baby./

J: Td botaste eso
/You lost that./

(XI:24)

Third singular preterit - It appeared initially in both sets in

14 a



tape I and was acquired initially as a repetition in I. In the spontaneous

set it was acquired in VI. ft an XVIII on it was always used when required.

It was used instead of the firtt singular and third plural preterit in both

sets.

J: Se acabo

(I:48)

S: LQuien se fue?

aloJr: 'Se fue

(I:87)

/It finished./

/Who left?/'

/Left,/

Third plural Preterit= It appeared initially as an "inappropiate"

rcpotition in X; it was used "appropittely" in the spontaneous set in XIV and

was acquired in XVII. AS a repetition'it appeared in XVI and was acquired in

XVIII.

The forms used instead of it were the third singular preterit in

both sets. It was used instead of the first singular preterit.

Thiird_- singular preterit instead af-thirdpluratl preterit

* J: El los canted a mi /They buys me./

(/V-41)

S: No ton tuyos

S: Titi dijo que no eran
tuyos

* J: Si, mama dijo si, era
estos

(VIII-131)

/They are not yours,/

/Titi said they are not yours./

ties, nom said yes, and they

was thit./

First sinaular periphrastic - It appeared initially in

the spontaneous set in I' and was acquired then. As a repetition it appeared

and was acquired in VII.

The only farm used instead of it was the third singular peri-

14
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pbrastic future once in XVII.

J: Vov a roller aqui

(I-31)
f.

5: No me un ojo /Ecn't take away my eye./

/I an going to pat it here./

S: Ay, ay; ay
J: No te ar

MI-7)

By1 EY/

I am not going to take it out/

Third s' astic future instead of first ular

perip rest ture.

*J: Ahorita va a echar
arena en carro

(XVII-599)

First lural- hrastio future - It was used and aCquired

initially in the spontaneous set in X. As a repetition it was used and ac-

quired in >ai,

/Later I goes to put sand in the

car./

FirstDLUral erjphraStic future

J: Vaos a verlo /Let's"go see it./
m

OCEII-37)

4
S Vamos a lablar

(rA)J: Wm's a hablar
(xiI:2)

Me are going to talk./

/We are going to talk./

PRESMr IN BOTA sErs; =MED CNLY IN SPCNTANECUS

- ;.__.at:'ive - It appeared iri both sets (spontaneousard repetition)

in tare I. It WaS aCquired in the spc*anus set in irz at wilich point it had

seemed) to be acquired in the set of repetitions, but its accuracy percentage

dropped to 40% in MCC, thus making it not to be acquire. The third singular ,---

ipresent and the third singular subjunctive present were used in both

15u



sets instead of its the third plural present was used instead of it in the

spontaneous set:

J: _Mira ya a Titi

(I=2)

/Wok at Titi./

S: B6talo en la basura /Throw it away./

(nk).7: Y bota carro en la /And throw the car in the

basura garbage./

(rI -97)

Third plural Preterit instead of imperative

*3: Sop lan /They blow./

(Pidiendo a Sara que
to haga)

(XI:16)

(Asking Sara to do it.)

Third -sitcular present instead imperative

* J: pues hacelo /Ah!, then you do it./

MXI-277)

Third sing ular subjunctive present instead of irmerative

*J: Tome

(11-24)

S: NO me ital1M

(rE)* J: Si; si to atreva.-

(CIII-630)

/That ycu talm)

/1 don't dare./

/Yes, yes, that you dares./

First SinOular-imperfect
ihditative - This form appeared and was

acquired in XII; It had been used
"inappropiatelym instead of the third singular

preterit in tape VII;



3: Yo pegarle asi /I was going to hit it like this./

(KII:107)

PRESENT IN BOTH SETS; ACCUIRED ONLY IN REPETITIONS

First singul_ar --meseq-indicative - It appeared as a repetition in

spontaneously in II. It was acquired cnly as a repetition in tape XrX. In

the spontaneous set its accuracy percentage
dropped to 85.5% in tape XXIII,

thus it was not.aoquired.

It was used instead of the thina singular present indicative in

the spontaneous set. The third Singular present was used instead of it in

both

J: LNierobeilar
/(I) want to dance./

(II:8)

S: LTri me avudas?

(rD)J: Yo avudo

(XIX:5)

/Will you help me?/

/I help./

Third tinoular present instead of first sinaular present

S: Y no cuieres cumpleanos /And, don't (you) want a birthday./

J: No

S: acr qu6? /5/
*(rB)J: Esc, no gpiere cumpleafics /That, NO dces not want birthday.

*j: Ya no tiene

(Nafiriendose a el)

(KI-18)

PRESENT IN BOTH SETS,

/I does Hirt have./

(referring to himself)

Third unctive raiment -
tared initially



"inappropiately" used in II in the spontaneous set and used "appropiately" in

IV. As a repetition it appeared in VI. The form used instead of it was the

third singUlar preSent as a repetition. It was used instead of the imperative

in both sets and instead of the third singular present in the spontaneous set

only.

J: Para que no se &fie /so not to be damaged./

(IV-131)

S: tQue -sea un Kennedy: /That it will be a Kennedy:/

U10J: IQue sea un Kennedy! ?That it will be a Kennedy:/

(71:9)

Third singular imperfect Indicative - It appeared initially in

the spontaneous set in XI; as a repetition in XXIII. It was not acquired in

tither set, as this form was used only scantily. It was used once instead of

the third plural imperfect indicative.

in XIV

J: El barco iba a navegar /The ship was going to sail./

(XI:51)

S: Pero jlovaba unos tat=

(rA)J: Si; llevaba urns ta=
quitos

(XXI:96)

/18ut it carried same high heeled

shoes./

/Yes (it) carried same high heeled

PRESENT ONLY fl' SPCNTANECUS SET

shoes/

First plural Tretcrit = It appeared initially and was acquired

was always used when required.



Third sinaular periphrastic future- It appeared and was acquired

in XVII. It was used instead of the first singular periphrastic future.

J: Se va a subir

(XTII:618)

/He 1.8 going to climb./

First tinaular-subiunctive present - It appeared and was used

initially in XXII, later in XXIV.

XXIII.

J: Cuando carte la cabeza /When I cut the head./

OC(IV:33)

Third plural subiurictivepresent- It appeared only once, in

J: Que no hablen /That (they) don't talk./

(CKIII:20)

REQUIRED BUT NCI' USED, ONLY IN THE SPCNTANECUS SET

Ttird-paural imperfect indicative = This form was required but

not used only once in the Spontaneous set in XVI.

The form used instead of it was the third singular imperfect

indicative.

Third singular -imperfect indicative instead--

imperfect ihdidativa

third plural

* 3: Ah!, estate auenanda All!, it was burning./

(XVI:224)



DIFFERENTIAL INFLUENCE Cr REPETITICNS

Table 17 listS separately thefrequency for each category of the

repetitions. Figure 8 Illustratet the trend of the "inaccurate" repetitions.

17---

-- Figur

.M Javier made very few "errors" in the set of repetitiont, we cannot

observe either an increasing or decreLsing:trend. We will nourdiscuss e 711

type of repetition;

"APPRCPIATE" REYETITTCUS

Positive influence (A)= This type of repetition occurred with

all the fort8 present in the repetition set; namely the imperative, first and

third singular
--

present, first and third plural present, first; second and

thir6 singular preterit, third singular imperfect indicative; first singular

and plural peripbrattic future and third singular present subjunctive.

The positive influence was more evident in the forms that appeared

initially in his system as this type of repetitiOri. 'Mese were the first

singular present in tape I and the second singular preterit in tape IV.

The imperative third singular present; third singular preterit and

first plural periphrastic future appeared simultaneously in both sets, the

spontaneous set and as this type of repetition.

Third singular -present - See 1:20 page 87

First plural present - See IX:41, page 88

- See 1:87, page 90
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Third-singular
subjunctive present - See IV:9, page 94

Imperative - See I - 7 Page 9

Firm knowledcle(D)- It Occurred in almost all the forms present

in the repetitions system except the third singular present subjunctive and

imperfect indicative.

First singular
preterit - See VII:41, page 89

First singular periphrastic
future - See VII:77, page 91

Firtt singular
preterit -. See XIX:5, page 93

"INAPPRCPIATE'.
REpErrrfais

In general; as Mentioned before, Javier made very few "errors" in the

use Of verbs; The majority of the type or "errors" were made in the sponta-

neous set only

Negative
influence (B) - These type of "errors" occurred only with

the use of third instead of first singular person in both the present and

preterit indicative tenses.
As these two "errors" had previously occurred

spontaneously,
they seem to be a reflection of his system at the time.

Third singular present -instead of first similar present -= See

XVIII.104, page 93

Imperviousnets
of the system (C) - This type Of "errors" Was the

most frequent and diverse in Javier's
repetition speech. It occurred in the

third singular present instead of imperative. exclusivelyas
this type of

repetition. The other "errors" which al- occurred in the spontaneous set

were the third singular
instead of the pl present and preterit and the

third plural instead of the singular preterit

Third singular present
instead of thirdL plural

present - See

IV:17, page 88

5 ;



Third-sinaular
preterit-instead of third plural preterit - See

V11:131 page 90

NO ihatieftte 0Ei - This type of "error"
interpreted as a reflection

of bis spontaneous "errors" goCurred with the third singular present and SUb-

junctive present instead of -the impierative and the third plural instead of

the singular preterit.

Third SinCular-subjunctive
present- instead of int)erative - See

XVII:630, page 92

I 6 G



7

SMARY OF JAVIER S VERB SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

In the 10 months in which Javier's speech was taped; his system

in-creased from 7 forms in 4 tenses to 19forms in 6 tenses. The imperative,

present and preterit appeared from the first tape on; The subjunctive

present tense followed/With the imperfect indicative being the last to

appear.

As noted, before; when he Was firtt taped; his system was complex.

_

The-first and third singular person forms had appeared in 2 of the

3 tenses present; with the first singular person being the first to appear

in the periphrastic future. In the other tenses which followed, the third

singular person appeared initially

Has verb Sytterti was the most accurate of all. He made relatively

feW "arrors"bothim terms of diversity and frequency. Aparticularity of

Javier's verb System was that he was the only child in which other forms

were used instead of the third singular present forth. However, this was

still the form that was most often used instead of other persons.

In cmoparing the spontaneous and repetition sett; we find that it

is more complek both in terms of forms present and acquired; and in terms

Of forms appearing initially in this set. As Javier did not repeat forms

very frequently, this was to be expected. An unexpected and idyOsincratic

characteristic of JaVier'S spontaneous set was that it was less accurate

than the set of repetition.% 'althtugh it was not a significant difference.

The set of repetitions, !,7:14ever; eiemmed to serve to acquire forms; at more

of the forms pree-lt in kr;th6ets .,;ere acquired initially as repetitions.

Javier's sv 4n w<<s tf most complex of all children taped,

both in terms of fors pre:;.a.cit and forms acquired. Ho was the Oldest

Gild; and his upeef,-; was mare of,7t4n. HO was tJ.ped by his aUht,

i-41130Watvery close to i-L'am; !*7- Vic was 114-7.e aware of t dharacteristics

of his speech as thred.

Javier's zys'..um iz; " differences, ti,7 drily with the

data gathered with tip
Pico; but also wi'ch the data

gathered in Bostcn.



IX COMPARISON OF THE PUERTO RICO CHILDREN

General background

LIna, Ginnie; Adridn_and Javier are all children born and raised

in Puerto Rico, exposed only to Spanish in their homes. Throughout

the tapings, their ages fanged from 18 to 36 months.

Line and Ginnie, the girls, showed common characteristics. They

had almoSt the same age at the beginning of the studyy and both live

in a working class community. Line, however, was an only child, and

was usually with her mother and other adult relatives. Ginnie was

the youngest of three children, and she was usually with her mother

and: other adult relatives, but also with her siblings.

Adrign and Jaier, the boys, alSO shared common charactc

They were older, and their language was more complex than Lir,

Gibilie's at the beginning of the study. They both belong

class faMilies, and their parents are C011ege educated. Auri:;::

a younger sisters Javier had an older brother. Both their mzIthcr'i

stayed home to take care of them.

Order of appearande of the verbs

In this analysis, we considered the order of appearance of the

forms present in each child system by the last tape. Chart XIV shows

the order of appearance of verb forms in all the children.

CHART XIV --

Line's system was the least complex one By the last tape it

included 8 forms in 4 tenses. Ali of these were present in the other

children's systems. Ginnie's System was the one to follow? with 10

forms in the same 4 tenses. All of these forms were also present in

Adridn's and Javier's systems. Adridn's system included 14 forms in

6 tenses. He shared all but one fOrt with Javier's system, which was

the most complex of them. This was the third singular future indicative;



which appeared only once in the last tape. Javier's system had 18 forms

in 6 tenses. The forms, present only in his system were the first and

third imperfect indicative, the third plural subjunctive present, and

the firtt plural preterit. All but the last form are not used very

frevuently.

When we first taped each Child's speech, the tenses present in

their systems were the imperative and the present indicative. In Line,

Adrian and Javier; the preterit was also present; in Javier and Adrian

the periphrastid fUture was used, and in Adrian, the subjunctive

present. By the last tape, the speech of all the children inclUded

the periphrastic future and the "inappropriate" use of the present sub-

junctive. For Adrian and Javier, the "appropriate" use of the sub=

junctive present was also evident by the last tape.

In the present and preterit, the first and third singular persons

appeared simultaneOUsly in all the children. In the periphrastic

future, the first singular parson was the first to appear, whereas

for the subjunctive present (Adrian and Javier), the imperfect indid=

ative (Javier) and the ture indicative (Adrian), the third singular

was the firtt person to appear.

Using the Spearman'S rank order correlation test; we caldulated

the correlation between the order of appearance of the forms shared

by the children. This is summarized in table 18.

-- Table 18 ==

The pair of children with the highest correlationt involved

Ginnie, bOth with Line and Javier (who had the least and most complex

systems, respectively); The pairs with the lowest correlations in-

volVe'd Adrian. Unlike the data gathered in Boston; there seems to be

no relationship*between the degree of correlation and the complexity

of the verb systems.

Chart XV gives the average rank orders of appearance. The leatt

complex order is that for all the children (A), as it included only

7



TABLE 18

RANK-ORDER CORRELATION FOR APPEARANC--: AND ACQUISITION OF FORNS

IN LINA, GINNIE, ADRIAN AND JAVIER

.

APPEARANCE ACQUISITION

Pair of Children Correlation No:of Correlation No.of

Value Forms Value Forms

Lina, Ginnie .815* 8 :625 3

Lina, Adriin .405 8 ;450 4

Lina, Javier .780* 8 .400 4

Ginnie, Adriih .627* 10 .850 4

Ginnie, Javier .815* 10 - .233 4

,Adriin, Javier .769* 13 .420 7

* Significant



the forms present in Lina; shared by the other children.

-- Chart XV --

We can obserVe that the order is the sate for all of the samples,

up to the second singular preterit. From that point on; orders (B)

and (C) are quite different.



RANK ORDERS OF APPEARANCE

(A)

2 Imperative

2 First singular present

2 Third Singular present

4.5 First singular preterit

4.5 Third Singular preterit

6 First singular periphrastic

future

7 Second singular preterit

8 First plural present

CHART XV

IN LINA; GINNIE, ADRIAN AND JAVIER

(B)

Imperative
3.5

2 First singular present 3.5

2 Third singular present 3.5

5 First singular preterit 3.5

5 Third singular preterit 3.5

5 First singular periphras- 3.5

tic future

7 Second singular pretf it 7.5

8 First plural present 7.5

9 First plural ':eriphras-
9

tic future

Third singular
periphras- 10

tic future

(C)

Imperative

First singular present

Third singular present

First singular preterit

Third singular preterit

First singular periphras-

tic future

Second singular preterit

Third singular subjunctiTe

present

Third plural present

First plural present

11 First plural periphrases

tic future

12.5 Third plural preterit

12.5 Third singular periphras-

tic future

(A) ; Lina, Ginnie, Adri4n, Javier (B) Ginnie,
AdriAn, Javier

(C) Adding Javier

9



Order of Acquisition

Chatt XVI shows the order of acquisition of verb forms in all

the children.

-- Chart XVI

In terms of forms acquired, Ginnie's is the least complex system,
_ .

with 4 for ini3 tenses, all of whiCh were acquired by the other

children. It was followed by Line's with 5 forMs in 3 tenses. Her

system includes the acquisition of the first singular present form;

form acquired only by her. Adrian's s_ Lem follows; with 7 f7r-r- in 4

tr77cr; all of which were acquired by Javier. Javier'-s system X3 the

most corrplex one, with 11 forms in 4 tenses. The forms acquired ex-

clusively by Javier are the firtt singular and plural periphrastic

future and the firtt and third plural preterit;

We can obserVe that for all the children but Javier, the first

forms to be acquired were the third singular present and preterit,

since the firat tape. All the children acquired the imperative; al-

thdiigh it was a later acquisition for Ginnie and Adriin. The tense to

follow for bbth Adrian and Javier (who have the more complex SyttemS)

was the periphrastic- future;

In t.?rms of the acquisition of persons, we fibd that; except for

Ling, the first form to be acquired was the third singular person, sim-

ilar to the Bogton data; The other person to f011ow, for all but Ginnie,

s the first plural (present for Lima, Adrian and Javier; periphrastic

future for Adrian and Javier). Line was the only child to acquire the

first singular present (in fact she did not even use it "inappropri-

ately" once), and Javier was the only child to acquire the first sing-

ularfreterit and periphrastic future, although these forms were pres-

ent in all of the children. Although Javier's system inclUded both

the imperfect indi-zative and the subjunctive present, he did not ac=

quire any of the fdrmt in these tenses.



Chart XVII showS the rank order of acquisition in the forms shared

by all the children.

=== Chart XVII --

Table IS shows the rank order correlation for the acquisition of

fortt of all the children? We can observe more diversity in these

pairs of correlations than we found in the Puerto Rico data;

'the correIatiOn for acquisition of forms; higher than that of

i-ia-.:ahce involved mostly Adriin. The highest correlation was with

GinLie, followed by Lint and lastly by Javier; In this last pair, the

correlation for the order of appearance was higher.

When we compare the correlation for the order of appearance and

the order of i:;(11.ition; we find that in all the pairs involving

Javier, the vaitw:
fOr the appearance; and that in general,

the values fOr acquisition are small; including a negative correlation

with Ginnie;

There seems to be no relationship between the orders of acquisition

of the. Chfl.dren and either the order of appearance or the complexity

Of their systets. In general, the correlation
values are smaller for

the acquisition
thtn for the appearance of forms.

-Comparison of "Errors"

Except fbr Lina, tht majority of the "errors" were shared in all

of the Children; We found the same pattern ofthe use of
the third

Singular present instead of the majority of the other forms required,

and St:iecifically its use instead of the first singular present fort.

In Lint, the third singular present
form was not used "inappropriately"

at all.

The "error" of the use of third singUlar instead Of the first

singular person was also evident in Other tenses for all of the chit=

dren. In Lina, it was in the preterit tense. In Ginnie; AdriAn and



CHART XVII

RANK ORDERS OF ACQUISITION IN LINA, GINNIE; ADRIAN AND JAVIER

(A)
(B)

(e)

.rd singular preterit I Third singular preterit 1 Second singular preterit

:rd singular present
2 Second singular preterit 2 Second singular preterit

,erative
3 Third singular present 3.5 Third singular present

4 Imperative
2.5 Imperative

5 FitteslUral present

6 First plural periphras-
tic future

7 Third singular periphras-

tic future

ina, Ginnie, Adriin, Javier (B) Ginnie, Adriin, Javier (C) Adriin, Javier



Javier, the "error" was made in the preterit and in the periphrastic

future tense.

All of the children alto used other forms instead of the imperative,

which we had found in thp Boston data. Specifically, the third sing-

tier SUbjunctive present form was used instead of it. In Line and

Ginnie this was the only use of this form; for Adrian and Javier it

was subsequently used in "appropriate" contexts.

In Ginnie; Adrian and Javier we altb find the use of many different

forms in"inappropriate" ways although not very frequently. Javier is

the only Cklild in which the third singular present form was not always

used as required, a characteristic we had not found in the Bogton data.

Influence of Repetiticint

For all the children but Javier, the set of repetitiont was

significantly less accurate than the spontandbUs set. This is con=

sistent with the data gathered in Boston. However; in all of the chil-

dren the set of repetitiOnt was less complex than the spontaneout set

both in terms of the forns present and the forms acquired.

Repetitions seemed to have influenced the accuracy of the verb

System for the majority of the children, but not the complexity. How-

ever; in all of the children there were formt either present only in

theset of repetitions, or acquired only in that set. In all of the

-children we can also observe positive influence of repetitions, as

there are formt introduced through this set. This influence; however,

&Jet-not seem as important in magnitude as that we found in the Boston

data. We can't be sure whether these differences are due to individual

children's styles or to the interactional styles of particular adultt

(prim6tily Belendez in Botton, and Garclftlanco and MeIeLdez-Rivera

in Puerto Rico).



COMPARISON BETWEEN THE BOSTON AND THE PUERTO RICO CHILDREN

In the Boston data, we had found that there seemed to be a common

pattern of appearance and acquisition of the verb forms in all the

Children studied; and that the orders of correlation were all rather

high, with the order
of.,adquisitioioeing higher, although not tigni-

ficantly so due to the smaller size of the set.

In the PUert6 Rico data we find more divertity between the

children, both in terms of appearance and acquisition. There does not

seem to be a relationship between the complexity of the systemt, and

either the appearance or acquisition of forr,...

In order to get a more accurate picture of the differences, we

calcUlated the correlatiOni between the orders of acquisition and

appearance Of the verb forms for all the children, regardless Of which

of the groups they belonged to. Thit information is summarized in

table 19.

Table 19 --

We can observe that in terms of the appearance of forms; for Lina,

Adrian and Javier, the correlations are higher with the Boston chil-

dren than with each other. In f;ct, the highest correlation betWeen

any pair of thildren is that between Linajand Rafael, who had the

least complex systems in each of the croups. As was the case with

Rafael, Lines correlations are the highest when compared with the

Boston children.

In all of the cases, the lowest correlations involved Amed, who

had the more complex system. This is the same for Javier, who also

had the most complex system in the data gathered in Puerto Rico.

In the case of JaVier, we find that the correlation for the Order

of appearance it higher with the Puerto Rico Children than With'the

Bostbri children Thit, however, is not the case with the order of

acquisition.



TABLE 19

RANK ORDER OF CORRELATION VALUES FOR APPEARANCE AND

--REQUISITION OF FORMS IN ALL CHILDREN

Pair of Children

LINA

APPEARANCE ACQUISITION

Correlation
Value

Nutber
of Forms

Correlation
Value

Number
of Forms

Lina: Rafael .986* 6 1.0__ 2

Lina, Felix .958* 8 .450 4

Lina, Carlos .810* 8 .875 3

Lina, Asned .661*
.875 3

Lina, Ginnie 815* 8 .625 3

Lina, Adrian ;405 8 .450 4

Lina, Javier .780 .400 4

GINNIE

Ginnie; Rafael .786* 6 .500 2

Ginnie; Felix ;721* 9 .500 3

Ginnie; Carlos .776* 10 1.00 3

Ginnie; Arced .648* 10 1;00 3

Ginnie; Lina .815* 8 ;625 3

Ginnie, Adrian .627* 10 .850 4

Ginnie; Javier .815* 10 -.233 4

ADRIAN

Adrian, Rafael .804* 7 1.0_ 2

Adrian, Felix .730* 12 1.0* 4

Adrian, Carlos .834* 13 .436 6

Adrian; Amed .454* 13 .325 5

Adrian; Lina ;405 _13
.450 4

Adrian; Ginnie .627* 10 .850 4

Adrian. Javier .769* 13 .420 7

JAVIER

.313 7 .500 2

javier. Rafael
Javier. Felix .451* 13 -.350 4

Javieri Carlos .269 17 -.304 7

Javier. "Ated .247_ 17 ;514 6

Jayier. Lina .780* 8 ;400 4

Javier. Ginnie .815* 10 -.233 4

Javiero Adrian .769* 13 .420 7



TABLE 19 (ccnt;":-1,1e)

Pair of Children

RAFAEL

APPEARkw Number
of FormsCorrelation

Value
1, xber

of Forml

Rafael, Felix .964*. 7
1.0 2

Rafael, Carlos
.9294" 7

,, 2

Rafael, Amed .857 .

.1.0 2

Rafael, Lina .9861* 6
1,G 2

Rafael. Ginnie
.786* 6

.500 2

Rafael, Adrian .804* 7 1.0 2

Rafael, Javier .7.13
7

.500 2

TELIX

Felix; Rafael .964* _7 1.0 2

Felix; CarloS
.780* 13 ;875 3

Felix; Amed .871* \13
;875 3

Felix; llna_ .958* 6
;450 4

Felix; Ginnie
.721* 9 .500 4

Felix; Adrian
.738* 12 1.0* 4

Felix; Jaier .451* 13 -.350 4

CARLOS

CarloS. Rafael ;929* 7
.50 2

CarloS. Felix .780* 13
.875 3

CarlOt. Amed ;740* 16
.946* 7

Carlot, Lina
.810* 6

.875 3

CarlOS, Ginnie
;776* 10 1.00 3

CarlOS, Adrian
;834* 13

.436 6

Carlos, Javier
.269 17 -.304 7

AMEN

Amed, Rafael
.857* 7

1.0__ 2

Amed, Felix
.871* 13

.875 3

Amed, Carlot
.740* 16

.946* 7

Amed, Lina
.661* 8

.875 3

Amed; Ginnie
.648* 10

1.00 3

Amed, Adrian .454* 13
.325 5

Amed, Javier
.247 17

.514 16



In terms "f the orders of acquisitidt, we can also observe, in

general; higher correlations between each child in Puerto Rico with

the children in Botton, than with each other.

As with the patterns ,of spontaneous vs. repetition forms; in-
s

diVidual differences seem to be the most reasonable explanation of

the greater diversity in the development of the verb system in the

Pterto Rican children. Social class cannot be an influence because

the deVelOpment)of Felix (a working-class child) did
correlate highly

With the other Boston children and also with AdriAni One of the

middle=class children in Puerto Rico.. And exposure to Englith cannot

have been an influence because as Mentioned above; the Puerto Rican

children's development
correlated mare highly with the BostOn children

than with each other; (Besidet, the most likely influence of ex-

posure to a second language should be to increase diVersity in pat-

terns of acquisition in the first language rather than reduce it.)
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